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ABSTRACT 
NUCLEAR ELECTROMAGNETIC CURRENTS IN 
CHIRAL EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY 
Saori Pastore 
Old Dominion University, 2010 
Director: Dr. Rocco Schiavilla 
A nucleon-nucleon potential and consistent nuclear electromagnetic currents are de-
rived in chiral effective field theory retaining pions and nucleons as explicit degrees of 
freedom. The calculation of the potential is carried out up to next-to-next-to leading 
order (N2LO), while the currents include up to N3LO corrections. The potential 
at N2LO and currents at N3LO consist of two-pion-exchange and contact contribu-
tions. The currents are then utilized to study a number of low-energy electromagnetic 
observables induced by magnetic dipole transitions, such as the deuteron and trinu-
cleon magnetic moments and the np, nd, and n3He radiative capture cross sections 
at thermal neutron energies. The study shows that predictions obtained within this 
theoretical framework are in good agreement with the experimental data. 
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Nuclei are composite systems made up of interacting quarks and gluons. At low 
energies, quantum chromodynamics (QCD), the theory describing the quarks and 
gluons dynamics does not have a simple solution. At these energies, the strong 
coupling constant becomes too large and perturbative techniques cannot be applied 
to solve QCD. Despite the tremendous effort focused on lattice calculations of QCD, 
we are still far from a quantitative understanding of low-energy nuclear physics by 
ab initio calculations in terms of fundamental degrees of freedom, i.e. quarks and 
gluons. 
The relevant degrees of freedom, in terms of which nuclear systems are described, 
are bound states of QCD, such as pions, nucleons, and A-isobars. The symme-
tries exhibited by QCD in the low-energy regime, in particular chiral symmetry, are 
exploited to constrain the interactions of pions among themselves and with other 
baryons [1]. In particular, the pion couples to these particles by powers of its mo-
mentum Q, and the Lagrangians describing these interactions can be expanded in 
powers of Q/M, where M ~ 1 GeV represents the chiral-symmetry breaking scale 
and characterizes the convergence of the expansion. Therefore, the effectiveness of 
the theory is confined to kinematic regions where the constraint Q <C M is realized. 
The coefficients of the chiral expansion, the so called low-energy constants (LECs), 
are unknown and need to be fixed by comparison with experimental data. This ap-
proach, known as chiral effective field theory (xEFT), provides an expansion of the 
Lagrangians in powers of a small momentum as opposed to an expansion in the strong 
coupling constant, restoring de facto the applicability of perturbative techniques also 
in the low-energy regime. Due to the chiral expansion it is then possible, in principle, 
to evaluate an observable to any degree of desired accuracy and to know a priori the 
hierarchy of interactions contributing to the (low-energy) process under study. 
Since the pioneering work of Weinberg [1], this calculational scheme has been 
widely utilized in nuclear physics and nuclear xEFT has developed into an intense 
field of research. Nuclear two- and three-body interactions were first investigated 
by Ordonez, Ray, and van Kolck within the standard time ordered perturbation 
theory (TOPT) framework [2]. More recently, a chiral two-nucleon potential has 
been developed by Epelbaum et al. in Ref. [3], where the authors derive the nuclear 
2 
potential with the method of the unitary transformation. Electroweak interactions 
have also been described in a %EFT formulation. Interactions of nuclei with external 
electroweak probes have been studied in covariant perturbation theory by Park, Min, 
and Rho in Refs. [4, 5]. 
In this work we derive the nuclear electromagnetic current operator within a 
XEFT formulation in which pions and nucleons are retained as relevant degrees of 
freedom. Heavier degrees of freedom, such as nucleons' excited states and/or heav-
ier mesons, are 'integrated out' and their interactions are implicitly accounted for 
through the inclusion of contact terms. We use TOPT to evaluate the 7 WW —> WW 
transition amplitude. The Hamiltonians employed in the calculation are derived 
from the chiral Lagrangians formulated in Refs. [1, 2, 6], describing the interactions 
among relativistic pions and non-relativistic nucleons. The electromagnetic current 
operator is calculated up to next-to-next-to-next-to leading order (or N3LO) in the 
chiral expansion. At this order, it includes up to one- and two-pion-exchange (OPE 
and TPE, respectively) contributions, as well as contact currents. The latter encode 
the short-range physics, and their strengths are specified by the unknown LECs of 
the theory. Some of these same LECs also enter the chiral nucleon-nucleon (AW) 
potential at leading (LO) and next-to-next-to leading order (N2LO). Therefore, in 
order to determine these LECs, we derive the chiral WW potential up to N2LO and 
constrain it to fit AW scattering data as well as deuteron static properties. The 
nuclear potential up to N2LO describes the long-range part of the interaction via 
the static OPE potential. The intermediate- and short-range parts of the chiral NN 
potential involve TPE contributions and four-nucleon contact interactions. 
An important aspect of the derivation of the electromagnetic currents and two-
nucleon potential is that, in evaluating the corresponding transition amplitudes, we 
retain both irreducible contributions and recoil-corrected reducible ones. The latter 
arise from expanding the energy denominators (in reducible diagrams) in powers of 
nucleon kinetic energy differences to pion energies (these ratios are of order Q). Par-
tial cancellations between the irreducible and recoil-corrected reducible contributions 
occur at N2LO and N3LO in the case of the current operator, and at N2LO in the 
case of the potential. This approach leads to N3LO electromagnetic currents which 
are conserved with the corresponding N2LO two-body potential. 
The current and nuclear potential present ultraviolet divergences which need to be 
removed by a proper regularization procedure. There are two kinds of regularization 
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employed here: the first is the usual regularization of the one loop corrections to the 
potential and currents, and the second is the regularization necessary for solving the 
Schrodinger equation and for the calculation of the current matrix elements. The 
former is accomplished via dimensional regularization of the loop integrals entering 
the TPE and loop corrections to the tree-level expressions for the potential and 
electromagnetic current operators. The latter is implemented through the inclusion of 
a short-range cutoff. The regularization of the potential and electromagnetic current 
operators is followed by a renormalization procedure, i.e. divergences isolated by 
the dimensional regularization scheme are reabsorbed, order by order, by the LECs 
entering the potential and currents. The renormalized LECs are then determined by 
fitting experimental data. 
We use the chiral N3LO electromagnetic current operator to study the magnetic 
moments of A = 2 and 3 nuclei, as well as the cross sections for the radiative 
capture of thermal neutrons on p, d, and 3He. The capture involving A = 3 and 4 
systems are especially interesting, since they are known to be very sensitive to both 
the nuclear model utilized to generate the nuclear wave functions and the many-
body electromagnetic current operators [7, 8, 9, 10]. Therefore, they provide us 
with an important tool to test the xEFT electromagnetic currents derived in the 
present work. The calculation of the electromagnetic observables is carried out in 
the hybrid approach, that is we use the xEFT currents sandwiched between wave 
functions obtained from realistic potentials. Of course, intrinsic to this approach 
is a mismatch between the short-range behavior of the adopted realistic potential 
and that of the xEFT currents. This inconsistency could be avoided by using wave 
functions derived from the xEFT potential developed in this thesis. However, this 
program has yet to be implemented. Hence, in order to have an estimate of the 
ensuing model dependence, the variation of the predictions is studied as function of 
i) the short-range cutoff mentioned above, which is used to regularize the current 
operator, and ii) of the input potentials—either the Argonne vis (AV18) [11] or 
chiral N3LO (N3LO) [12] in combination with, respectively, the Urbana IX [13] or 
chiral N2LO [14]—used to generate the wave functions. We will compare the results 
obtained in this work for the 2H(n,7)3H and 3He(n,7)4He cross sections with those 
obtained in Refs. [7, 8, 9, 15] in the conventional approach (also referred to as the 
standard nuclear physics approach, SNPA). 
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This thesis is organized into seven chapters and five appendices. In Chapter II, af-
ter defining our notation and calculational scheme, we discuss the interaction Hamil-
tonians obtained from chiral Lagrangians with pions, nucleons and photons, and 
define the power counting rules. In Chapter III we derive the renormalized chiral 
nuclear potential up to order Q2 (N2LO), and present the fits of the nuclear potential 
to the np phase shifts. The derivation of the chiral electromagnetic current operator 
up to order e Q (N3LO) is carried out in Chapter IV. Chapter V is devoted to the 
construction of the magnetic moment operator associated with the N3LO currents. 
In Chapter VI, we present and discuss the results for the magnetic moments of A = 2 
and 3 nuclei, and for the radiative-capture cross sections of thermal neutrons on p, 
d, and 3He. Finally, in Chapter VII we summarize our conclusions. A number of 
details are relegated in the Appendices, including: expressions for the interaction 
Hamiltonians (Appendix A) and corresponding vertices (Appendix B); dimensional 
regularization of loop integrals (Appendix C); details on the evaluation of loop correc-
tions to the OPE currents (Appendix D); and, lastly, a listing of the translationally 
invariant components of the magnetic moment operator associated with the N3LO 




The nuclear two-body potential and electromagnetic current operators are obtained 
by considering suitable transition amplitudes, (/ | T \ i) , where the final state | / ) 
consists of two nucleons and the initial state | i) consists of two nucleons or two 
nucleons and a photon depending on whether we are dealing with the potential or 
electromagnetic current. We use time-ordered perturbation theory (TOPT) [16, 17] 
to calculate the transition amplitude: 
oo / i x n— 1 
where £* and Ef = Ei are the initial and final energies, H0 is the Hamiltonian 
describing free pions and nucleons, and Hi is the Hamiltonian describing the interac-
tions of these particles, as well as their couplings to the electromagnetic field. In the 
following, because of the smallness of the electromagnetic coupling y/a (a is the fine 
structure constant), we will treat the electromagnetic interactions in first order. We 
also note that the interaction Hamiltonians are expressed in the Schrodinger picture 
and therefore are time-independent. 
This introductory Chapter is devoted to define our notation and calculational 
scheme. We introduce the nuclear and electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonians and 
specify the power counting scheme adopted in the present work. 
II.l NOTATION 
Before listing the interaction Hamiltonians, it is useful to define our notation and 
conventions. The relativistic expressions of the isospin triplet of pion fields, 7ra(x), 
and canonical conjugates, ITa(x), are given in the Schrodinger picture [16] by 
^ W = E ^ T = T l [cp,ae*-x + h-.c] , (2) 
na(x) = £ - i J ^ [Cp,a ̂  - h.c] , (3) 
p 
where the normalized plane waves e j p x /L3 /2 satisfy periodic boundary conditions in 
a cubic box of volume L3, a = x,y,z, denotes the Cartesian component in isospin 
6 
space, and cP;Q and cj, a respectively annihilate and create pions with momentum p. 
They satisfy the following commutation relations: 
[CP,a> Cl',a>] = <W <W • (4) 
The energy of the pion is given by u>p = (p
2 + m2)1/2, where the pion mass m , ~ 138 
MeV is averaged over its charge states. For the time being, we neglect the effect of 
isospin breaking, which leads to differences between the charged and neutral pion 
masses. This effect will be discussed, in the case of the NN interaction, in Sec. III. 
The charged pion field TT± is expressed in terms of Cartesian components as 
^±(x) = -7= M x ) T Mr„(x)] , (5) 
and 7r+ (7r_) annihilates a positively (negatively) charged pion, or creates a negatively 
(positively) charged pion. 
In Eqs. (2) and (3), a limit L —> oo is implicit. In this limit, the discrete sum 
over p is replaced by the integral below 
p 
Since physical observables do not depend on the normalization volume, we set L3 = 1 
throughout the rest of this work. 
The nucleon field iV(x) is taken in the non-relativistic limit as 
7V(x) = £ 6plffT e*-
xx,r , (7) 
P,<TT 
where bp<aT is the annihilation operator for a nucleon with momentum p, and spin 
and isospin specified by the quantum numbers a and r, respectively. Its canonical 
conjugate is iN^(x). The short-hand notation \cr is introduced to denote the spin-
isospin state xar\T. The 6's and 6 '̂s satisfy the standard anticommutation relations, 
appropriate for fermionic fields, i.e. 
bp,aT, bpl(T,T, = 8pP>5aa>5TTr, (8) 
where [.. . , . . .]+ denotes the anticommutator. 
In the present non-relativistic theory, antinucleon degrees of freedom are ignored, 
hence no nucleon-antinucleon pair can be created or annihilated. 
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II.2 INTERACTION HAMILTONIANS 
The Hamiltonian describing nucleons, pions, and photons, and their interactions is 
defined as 
H = H0 + H1, (9) 
where 
H0 = Hn + HN + H7, (10) 
and Hn, H^, and H1 are the free pion, nucleon, and photon Hamiltonians, respec-
tively, while 
H\ = -^strong + i/e.m. ) (11 ) 
consists of Hstrong, which describes interacting pions and nucleons, and Hem which 
describes their couplings to the external electromagnetic field. We derive these Hamil-
tonians from the %EFT Lagrangians constructed in Refs. [1, 2, 6]. Here we discuss 
the terms of Hi required to evaluate the AW potential and the electromagnetic cur-
rent at the order we are interested in. This statement will become clear once we 
define our power counting and introduce a scheme to disregard contributions which 
go beyond our level of required accuracy. For ease of reading, we defer the listing of 
the explicit expressions of the interaction Hamiltonians to Appendix A. 
The strong interaction Hamiltonian consists of the following terms 
^strong = H-KNN + Hnn]yN + # C T 0 + 2_^i -^CT2,i • (12 ) 
i=l,9 
The interactions above are schematically represented in Fig. 1 where we denote pions 
and nucleons with dashed and solid lines, respectively. The irNN as well as the 
Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction, describing the irnNN coupling, involve a derivative 
of the pion field. These Hamiltonians are expressed in terms of "known" LECs, i.e. 
the axial coupling constant QA — 1-25 and the pion decay amplitude Fn ~ 186 MeV. 
Unknown LECs enter in the four-nucleon contact interactions. Specifically, HQTO 
is expressed in terms of two LECs, namely Cs and CT- The contact Hamiltonians 
HQT2,I, denoted in the figure with a full circle, involve two derivatives acting on the 
nucleon fields, and they expressed in terms of fourteen LECs, here denoted as C[, 
i = l , . . . , 14 . 
9 A, F^ 
Hr 
C S , C T C! 
X X 
Hr Hero HcT2.i 
FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the strong interaction Hamiltonians involved 
in the calculation with indicated LECs. Pions are represented by dashed lines, and 
nucleons by solid lines. The solid dot represents four-nucleon contact interactions 
with two derivative couplings. 
The electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian has the following structure 
i=l,9 
+ H1NN + H17tNN + -f/cT7,nm (13) 
and its individual contributions are represented in Figs. 2 and 3. The first four 
terms in the equation above are obtained via minimal substitution into the pion and 
nucleon derivative couplings entering H0 and Hstrong. Specifically, the -ynn, -ynNN, 
and 77T7TNN interactions are obtained from H„, H^NN, HWNN by gauging the spatial 
derivatives acting on the pion field: 
VTTT(X) - ^ [ V T i eA(x)] TTT(X) , (14) 
where ir± are the charged pion fields defined in Eq. (5), e(> 0) is the electric charge, 
and A(x) is the transverse photon field in Coulomb gauge. The latter is expanded 
as 
AW = E E ~k= K,Ae*"xep,A + h.c] , (15) 
p A=l,2 V2UJP 
and the linear polarization (unit) vectors e p i , ePi2 form along with p a right-handed 
orthonormal system of axes, e p i x ep 2 = p. 
The contact electromagnetic Hamiltonians HcT-y,i a r e obtained from the HCT2,I 
via minimal substitution into the nucleon derivative couplings 
ViV(x) - • [V - i e ejvA(x)] 7V(x) , (16) 
9 
X A A A 
HfitTt H-YKNN "•ITKTXNN "CV-y,i 
FIG. 2: Schematic representation of the minimal electromagnetic interaction Hamil-
tonians involved in the calculation. Notation is as in Fig. 1 but for the wavy lines 
which denote photons. 
where e^ = (1 + rz)/2. 
We refer to the electromagnetic Hamiltonians generated by gauging the derivative 
couplings as 'minimal' Hamiltonians. The LECs involved in these interactions, are 
the same as those entering the strong sector. 
The gauging of space-time derivatives is not sufficient to reproduce all the elec-
tromagnetic interactions compatible with the symmetries satisfied by the underlying 
theory. In addition, one has to account for interactions involving the electromagnetic 
field tensor (a gauge invariant quantity) F^v = (d^A^ — duAfl). The Hamiltonians 
describing these interactions are referred to as 'non-minimal', and involve additional 
LECs which are not constrained by the strong interactions. In particular, at the order 
we are interested in, there are three 'non-minimal' electromagnetic Hamiltonians— 
the last three terms in Eq. (13). The jNN Hamiltonian is obtained by considering 
the non-relativistic limit of the corresponding covariant single-nucleon Hamiltonian, 
as specified in Appendix A. The resulting jNN interaction consists of a 'minimal' 
and a 'non-minimal' term. The former is obtained by gauging the derivative Couplings 
entering the free-nucleon Hamiltonian. The 'non-minimal' interaction is expressed in 
terms of the proton and neutron anomalous magnetic moments (KP = 1.793 n.m. and 
K,n = —1.931 n.m.). Thus this Hamiltonian is already determined by the experimen-
ts 
tal data. The H^NN Hamiltonian involves two derivatives, one acting on the pion 
field and the other on the photon field, and is expressed in terms of the LECs d'8, 
d'g, and d'21. Lastly, the 'non-minimal' electromagnetic contact Hamiltonian i/cT7,nm 
involves two additional LECs, i.e. C15 and C16. 
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Mp> f^n H' /7' rl' 
Ug, a 9 , U 2 1 Cl5' C"l6 
/I i"' x 
#. -yNN H, (2) -ynNN HcTltn 
FIG. 3: Schematic representation of non-minimal electromagnetic interaction Hamil-
tonians involved in the calculation with indicated LECs. Notation is as in Fig. 2. 
II.3 TRANSITION AMPLITUDE IN TIME ORDERED PERTURBA-
TION THEORY 
The evaluation of the transition amplitude is carried out, in practice, by inserting 
complete sets of eigenstates of H0 between successive terms of Hi in the expansion 
defined in Eq. (1), i.e. 
(f\T\i) = (f m i)+£</ I^I h)p _l Ah m i) 
h Ei-Ex+i-q 
+£</mh) _l , ,j/2mh)
 l 
h,h 
Et- E2 + irj Ei-Ex+irj 
-{I1\H1\i) + ..., (17) 
where | ii) and | I2) are eigenstates of H0 with energies E\ and E2, respectively, 
and Hi is the interaction Hamiltonian defined in Sec. II.2. The n-th order of the 
perturbative series has n vertices (Ij \Hi\ Ii), and (n — 1) energy denominators of 
the form (Et — Ej + i rj)
-1, with j = 1 , . . . , (n — 1). 
As an example, we discuss in detail the following second order term of the tran-
sition amplitude, which involves two nNN interaction Hamiltonians: 
A = ]T(/ \HnNN\ I) 
Ei-Ei + irj 
— (I \HKNN\ i) (18) 
To this end, we introduce a simplified notation for the nucleon states. We drop the 
spin-isospin indices, thus a nucleon with momentum pj has spin-isospin quantum 
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numbers ai} Tj, and spin-isospin state x%- For example, in this notation the two-
nucleon initial and final states read 
M) = I PI,XI;P2,X2) = &Pl&P2 I o), 
/) = I P I , X I ; P U 2 > = ^ 2 | 0 ) , (19) 
where | 0) represents the vacuum state (no mesons and nucleons are present). 
Insertion of the explicit expressions for the pion and nucleon fields in the nNN 
interaction Hamiltonian of Eq. (235) in Appendix A.l leads to 
H, nNN = '% £ E - 7 4 s *'*•«"» % 
PiPj k',6 
= I 
f dxe-'te-v-W-* bl &„. ck,,6 - / " d x e -




$Pi-p3,k' Ki ^ ^fi- ^ - P i * '
 biibpA',b (20) 
where a summation over the spins Oi, <jj, and isospins r i ; Tj, is implicit. The previous 
interaction Hamiltonian either annihilates or creates a pion with momentum k', and 
isospin component b. The initial and final states contain only two nucleons, and 
hence, in order to have a non vanishing amplitude, the intermediate state | / ) has to 
include a pion. Consequently, the complete set of eigenstates of H0 to be inserted in 
between the two successive HnNN of Eq. (18) is 
E I 7><7 I = \ E E I W ™ ; 4,« I o)(o I <*,«; Km bPl I, (21) 
I Pi Pm k,a 
where the factor 1/2 is needed to avoid double counting, since the two-nucleon states 
are antisymmetrized. 
We can now evaluate the vertices ( / \HnN^\ I) and (/ \HT<NN\ i) entering the 
amplitude of Eq. (18), in particular 
( / | HwNN | Pl, Xh Pm, Xm] k,a) = -i-^- E E AT—*<
 k ' • a Tb Xj Spj-PiM' 
><(Q\bP'MbibP,blbLcvA,a\o) 
9A 1 
x\> k-crTaxi tfp.-pi.k 5p'2,Pm -xl>k-(TTa xi ^P(-p2,k Sp>iiPm 
+ X\> k • <T Ta Xm <W"P2,k V L P I - Xi' k • «T Ta Xm ^Pm-p^M <V2,P( (22) 
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where we used the standard commutation (anticommutation) relations of boson 
(fermion) fields to reduce the product of Ck,a's (&Pi's) operators. Note that only the 
Ck',6 term in the H%NN Hamiltonian of Eq. (20) contributes to the previous matrix 
element. Similarly, we find 
(Pi, Xu Pm, Xm\ k, a I HKNN I i) 
= I 
.9 A 
x\ k • cr ra xi <5P;-P1)k 5p2,Pm - x\ k • <r ra \i £Pi-P2,k Sp>iiPm 
+ xlnk-(TTaX2 <W_p3,k £Pi,pJ
 - xln k • <T Ta Xl < 5 p m - P l > k < W P( (23) 
Nucleons are treated non-relativistically, and the initial energy Et, and the energy 
Ej of the intermediate state are 
2 2 
Ei = El + E2 = 2mN + ̂ ^ +
 P 2 
£ A 
2 mjv 2 ?n AT 
2 2 
£, + £ m + wfc = 2mjv + ; A - +
 P m •Wfc, (24) 
2mjv 2m]v 
where ra^ denotes the nucleon mass. In fact, we adopt the static limit approximation, 
i.e. m,N —> oo, and neglect the nucleons' kinetic energies for the time being. Thus, 
in this limit the energy denominator entering the amplitude of Eq. (18) becomes 
1 
static -Uk (Ei -Et + ir]) 
Combining the results obtained so far, we find the following amplitude 
A = O E E ^ H"NN I bllbim'^ Ck,a I °>Z77(° I <*,*> Km Kl I H*NN I i) 
(25) 
Pi Pm k,a -uk 
= ~ f £ 5 Z J^ [Xv k • a ra xi xl k • a ra X2 <JP2-P'2,k*Pi-Pi,k 
k,a 
+ xl' k • a- ra xi xl>
 k • & ra xi <JPl-Pi,k<5Pi-P2,k - (exchange terms) 
Yl J2 07l2 Xl' ( k • a Taf *1 Vx+k-Pi <Wk,Pi <V2,P2 
5A 
F^ ^ ^ 2ujk 
" k,a Pi K 






where the exchange terms are derived by making the substitution ( p i , ^ , ^ ) ^ 
(P2,02>r2)' a n ( i changing the overall sign. The terms of the amplitude A can be 









K- Pi P2 
d) 
FIG. 4: The time-ordered diagrams in panels a) and b) illustrate one-pion exchange 
contributions to the transition amplitude. The disconnected diagrams in panels b) 
and c) illustrate "self-energy" nucleon corrections. Notation is as in Fig. 1. 
as time-ordered diagrams in which the time increases from down to up. The first 
two terms of A, ignoring the exchange in the final state, are represented by one-pion 
exchange (OPE) time-ordered diagrams in panels a) and b). The Kronecker's delta 
<5p')Pi in the last two terms of A indicates that one of the nucleons is not interacting. 
These terms are represented by the disconnected diagrams of panels c) and d). 
In the expression given in Eq. (26), a limit L3 —>• oo is implicit, which implies 
dp ^ r i = r 
4- "" J (2703-V 
JPi,Pi 
(2TT)3 
{2-K)38(Pi - Pj) <*(P* - Pj) • 
(27) 
(28) 
After making the above substitutions in the amplitude A, and summing over the 
isospin components a of the pion field, we find 
k • CT\ k • <T2 A = "flr.-r, 
u 





2S(p'1-p1)5(p'2-p2) M — 
;2 k ^l 
I / ±- rl (k • a2f S(p'2 - p2) S(pi - Pl)l 
= ^OPE + ^4 
disconnect > 
(29) 
where the operator cr^ (TJ) acts on the spin (isospin) state of nucleon i, with i = 1, 2, 
and we indicate with ADPE the OPE amplitude—first line of Eq. (29)—and with 
-̂ -disconnect the amplitude of the disconnected contributions—last two lines of Eq. (29). 
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The actual calculation of the transition amplitude is highly simplified once its 
contributions are identified with time-ordered diagrams. To clarify this point, con-
sider the amplitude associated with the OPE contribution. We start off by drawing 
all the possible time-ordered diagrams. Since there are two vertices, there are 2! 
time-ordered diagrams, which are illustrated in panels a) and b) of Fig. 4. We fix the 
direction of the initial and final nucleon momenta, as well as that of the virtual pion 
momentum, and associate with the vertices the following matrix elements implied by 
the ivNN interaction Hamiltonian 
KrAwO', k ) = {P'j, Xj\ k , a I H*NN | Pj, Xj, ) = -i-FT L~ TjJ{\^ + p'j - Pi),(30) 
"ir V 2 LOk 
where j = 1, 2 indicates that the pion with momentum k, and isospin component a, 
is hooked up with nucleon j . Note that this vertex describes the emission of a pion, 
while the vertex associated with the absorption of a pion has the same structure 
as that one given above, but for the overall sign due to k —> —k. The S(...) 
function follows from the momentum conservation at each vertex. In the static 
limit, the energy denominator — l/u!k is associated with the intermediate state, and 
an integration over all the possible momenta of each virtual pion must be included. 
Therefore, the OPE amplitude results from the sum of the amplitudes described by 
the two time-ordered diagrams in panels a) and b) of Fig. 4, i.e. 
A ) P E = VnNN(2,k) VnNN(l,k)+ / KiV7v(l,k) V7rNN(2,k) 
= -2f| / r, • r2




< r 2 *(k + Pi - P i W k + P'a - P2) 
b-K Jk 2UJk 
9A_ k • o-ijk • a2 
4 u2 Ti • r2 j
 5(Pi + P2 - Pi - P2), (31) 
where k = p' : — pi = p2 — p'2- Thus the OPE potential (OPEP) in the static limit 
is defined as 
,, ^ . Q\ k • £Ti k • (To ,n „ 
^ ( k ) = ^oPE = - ^ r 1 - r 2 -2 -, (32) 
where we dropped the 8(...) indicating an overall momentum conservation. Dia-
grams like those illustrating the OPE are called tree diagrams. In this type of contri-
butions the momenta of the intermediate states are fixed via momentum conservation 
by the momenta of the initial and final states. 
We apply the method described above to evaluate the amplitude A disconnect-







- k ' X * " 
fc) 
' - " ' •> 
' \ / - \ * 
/ \ / V 
> ' > 
n) 
FIG. 5: Time-order diagrams for the two-pion exchange amplitude. Notation is as 
in Fig. 1. 
in panel c) of Fig. 4. In principle, there should be another time-ordered diagram 
obtained by switching the order of the vertices. In fact, such a diagram would give 
the same contribution as the original one illustrated in panel c), therefore it does not 
enter the amplitude. In this diagram, there are two virtual particles, the pion with 
momentum k, and the nucleon with momentum p l 5 as shown in the figure. Therefore, 
we have to account for an integration over the pion momenta, as well as an integra-
tion over the nucleon momenta. A similar argument applies to the contribution in 
panel d) of Fig. 4. The amplitude *4disconnect is then given by 
A disconnect = " / / 
. /pi Jk 
J p 2 JV. 
VnNN(l, k)-V;NN(l, k)S(p'2 - p2) 
k Uk 
1 
VnNN(2,k) —v;NN(2,k)S(p[ - P l ) 
P2 ^ k
 Uk 
L 2I1 T1 [k-(r1)
25(p'1-p1)5(p'2-p2) 
Fl ;2 k 2u,fc
2 r2
2 (k • <r2f 5(p'2 - p2) S(p[ - P l ) , (33) 
where in the first two lines, a (^-function in the initial and final three momenta has 
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been introduced to account for the non-interacting nucleon. These diagrams involve 
loops. In this type of contributions the momenta entering the intermediate states 
are not fixed by momentum conservation. Each loop is expressed in terms of one 
unknown momentum, and its evaluation involves an integration over all the possible 
values of this momentum. 
We have introduced a practical calculational scheme to evaluate the contributions 
to the transition amplitude. Once the vertices implied by the interaction Hamilto-
nians listed in Appendix A are derived, the calculation of the amplitude is fairly 
straightforward. In Appendix B, we derived the strong and electromagnetic vertices 
induced by the interaction Hamiltonians. The calculation of the vertices follows that 
one we outlined here. In general, we distinguish between two major classes of dia-
grams: i) tree diagrams and ii) loops diagrams. The latter involve integrations over 
internal momenta. Divergences arising from the integration are removed employing 
dimensional regularization [18, 19, 20]. Loop diagrams in which the virtual pion is 
emitted and absorbed by the same nucleon, as in those shown in panels c) and d) of 
Fig. 4, are referred to as "self-energy" corrections. 
Contributions to the transition amplitude, which involve pure nucleonic interme-
diate states, are referred to as reducible contributions. Those whose intermediate 
states involve at least one pion are called irreducible. For example, consider the two-
pion exchange (TPE) 'box' contribution to the AW transition amplitude represented 
by the time-ordered diagrams shown in Fig. 5. Diagrams illustrated in the first row 
are reducible, while the remaining ones are irreducible. Reducible contributions are 
generated when one iterates the static OPEP into the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. 
Thus reducible contributions, evaluated within the static limit approximation, need 
to be disregarded, since they are already embedded into the iterated solution of the 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation (see Sec. IV. 1.1). The TOPT framework enables us 
to correctly identify these redundant contributions, moreover it allows us to properly 
account for deviations from the static limit approximation. The latter are referred 
to as recoil corrections, and will be discussed later in this work. 
II.4 POWER COUNTING 
The Hamiltonians describing nuclear dynamics have been derived from %EFT La-
grangians constructed in terms of pion and nucleon degrees of freedom. Contributions 
arising from the inclusion of additional degrees of freedom, such as the A-resonance 
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and heavier mesons, are effectively accounted for in the LECs entering the inter-
action Hamiltonians. The Lagrangians provided by xEFT are expanded in powers 
Q/M, where Q C M is the pion momentum-coupling and M ~ 1 GeV is the 
chiral-symmetry breaking scale and characterizes the convergence of the expansion. 
In principle, these Lagrangians contain an infinite number of interactions compat-
ible with the symmetries exhibited by QCD. However, the transition amplitudes 
obtained from them can be expanded in terms of (Q/M)n. For each given order n of 
the expansion, the number of terms contributing to the amplitudes is finite [1]. 
The NN potential (electromagnetic current) operator is related to the NN —» 
NN (7AW —>• NN) transition amplitude given in TOPT by the perturbative series 
of Eq. (1). Due to the chiral expansion, we can arrange the contributions to the 
transition amplitude T/, = (/ | T \ i) as 
Tfi = ff? + T*
LO + Tf- LO + . . . , (34) 
where 
Tf* [M) Tf> • ( 35 ) 
Each T^nLO term in the expansion above is suppressed by a factor of (Q/M)n with 
respect to the leading order (LO) contribution. 
The power counting allows us to evaluate the scaling, with respect to Q, of the 
terms entering the transition amplitude. These terms are conveniently represented 
by time-ordered diagrams characterized by a certain number, n, of vertices, fa pions 
absorbed or emitted at each vertex i, n — 1 energy denominators, and possibly L 
loops. The power counting implied by the interaction Hamiltonians is easily inferred 
by examining the structures of the vertices listed in Appendix B. In particular, since 
the pion couples to nucleons, and other pions, by power of its low-momentum Q, a 
vertex i scales as Qa* where cti is the power of the pion momentum, or equivalently 
the number of derivatives of the pion field (or of pion mass factors). The scaling of 
the strong interaction Hamiltonians (vertices) listed in Appendix A.l (Appendix B.l) 
is reported in Table 1. 
Each of the n—\ energy denominators, entering the contributions to the transition 
amplitude, involves pion energies, ujk = \Jk2 + m^, and differences between nucleons' 
energies, AE = Ei — Ej, where Ej represents the energies of the nucleons in an 
intermediate state. We assume that the pion mass m^, and its energy u>k are of 
order Q, while AE, which involves only nucleons' kinetic energies, is suppressed by 
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a factor Q/M relative to the pion energy, that is AE ~ Q2/M. In our formulation, 
where we utilize the static limit approximation, the energy denominators scale as 
~ LUfr1 ~ Q~1, since the term due to AE vanishes in this limit. Thus the n — \ 
energy denominators are of order ~ Q~(-n~1\ 
The Hamiltonians' power counting reported in Table 1 does not account for the 
normalization factor l/y/2uJk included in the expression of the pion field. There is 
one normalization factor for each pion absorbed (or emitted) at vertex i, thus an 










TABLE 1: Powers of Q, the small momentum scale, associated with the vertices 
from the strong-interaction Hamiltonians of Sec. A.l. 
Finally, loops contribute a factor Q3 each, since they involve integrations over in-
termediate three momenta. Hence the power counting associated with an irreducible 
contribution is 
irreducible contribution = ( f[ Q^~M2 ) x Q~^n^ x Q3L , (36) 
in the static limit. Explicit inclusion of the nucleon kinetic energy differences in 
the evaluation of the energy denominators leads to an additional factor of Q on the 
r.h.s. of Eq. (36). Following the counting defined in Eq. (36), it is easy to see that 
the OPE amplitude evaluated in Sec. II.3—panels a) and b) of Fig. 4—scales as Q°, 
and occurs at LO. In this work we evaluate the NN potential up to next-to-next-to 
leading order (N2LO), that is up to order Q2 in the power counting. 
Disconnected diagrams, like those illustrated in panels c) and d) of Fig. 6, are 
enhanced by a factor of Q~3, owing to the presence of a 5-function in the initial and 
final three momenta of one of the two non-interacting particles. For example, panel 



















TABLE 2: Powers of Q, the small momentum scale, associated with the vertices 
from the electromagnetic-interaction Hamiltonians of Sec. A.2. 
The 7AW —> AW transition amplitude can be schematically represented by the 
diagrams illustrated in Fig. 6, where we show both disconnected and connected con-
tributions. The power counting is not affected by the introduction of the photon field 
and follows the relation defined in Eq. (36). The photon's energy is denoted by uq, 
and is assumed to scales as ~ Q2/M. This scaling follows from energy conservation 
between the initial and final states, that is E{ — Ej = AE + ujq = 0. 
P'l P'2 
P2 a) b) 
FIG. 6: Schematic representation of the disconnected, a) and b), and connected, c), 
contributions to the 7AW —> AW amplitude. Notation is as in Fig. 2. 
Each electromagnetic Hamiltonian scales as e Qai, where «i is related to the power 
of pion or photon momenta entering the vertex, and e is the electric charge brought 
in by the electromagnetic coupling. The scaling of these Hamiltonians is summarized 
in Table 2, and can be easily inferred from the expressions of the vertices listed in 
Appendix B.2. 
Following the power counting of Eq. (36), we can evaluate the scaling of the 
disconnected diagrams shown in panels a) and b) of Fig. 6. According to Table 2, the 
•yNN vertex scales as e Q, while the 5-function in the initial and final three momenta 
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of the non-interacting nucleon brings in a factor of Q~3, thus these diagrams scale as 
e Q~2. These disconnected contributions are enhanced by a factor Q~3 relative to the 
connected contributions in panel c). In fact, these diagrams are the LO contributions 
to the nuclear electromagnetic current, which will be evaluate here up to N3LO, that 
is up to order eQ. 
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CHAPTER III 
NUCLEON-NUCLEON POTENTIAL IN X EFT 
The main objective of the analysis reported in this chapter is to determine the LECs 
entering the strong Hamiltonians defined in Appendix A.l. These LECs are also 
present in the electromagnetic interactions implied by minimal substitution in the 
pion and nucleon derivative couplings, consequently they are fundamental to de-
termine the nuclear electromagnetic current operator of interest here. In order to 
constrain the LECs, we derive the NN potential vyi, and fix these LECs so as to 
reproduce AW scattering data as well as deuteron static properties. 
In our formulation, where nucleons are treated non-relativistically, the Hamilto-
nian describing the two-nucleon system consists of a term which results from the sum 
of the single-nucleon non-relativistic kinetic energies, and the two-body potential V12 
H = ^ + ^L+v12. (37) 
2 m,N 2 m^ 
The contributions to the AW —» AW transition amplitude, up to order Q2 are 
represented in Fig. 7. Specifically, at LO (Q°) there is a contact interaction, panel a), 
along with the static OPE contribution, panel b). At N2LO we distinguish among 
three different categories, which are: i) contact interactions involving two gradients 
acting on the nucleons' fields, panel c); ii) TPE loop contributions, panels d)-f); 
and iii) loop corrections to the LO contact interaction, panels g) and i), and to the 
OPE contribution, panel h). Note that in the figure we display only one among the 
possible time orderings. 
The evaluation of the transition amplitude follows the steps outlined in Sec. II.3. 
Diagrams in panels a)-e) are irreducible, while those in panels f)-i) have both re-
ducible and irreducible topologies. The evaluation of the reducible diagrams is car-
ried out by subtracting static contributions which are already accounted for in the 
iterated solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. 
The phase-shift analysis is reported in Sec. III.3, where we list the values of the 
LECs obtained from the fits. 
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b) 
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d) e) /) h) 
FIG. 7: Diagrams illustrating contributions to the NN potential entering at LO 
(Q°), panels a) and b), and N2LO (Q2), panels c)-i). Notation is as in Fig. 1. The 
filled circle in panel c) represents the vertex from contact Hamiltonians containing 
two gradients of the nucleons' fields. Only one among the possible time orderings is 
shown for each contribution with more than one vertex. 
III.l AW POTENTIAL UP TO N2LO: FORMAL EXPRESSIONS 
In what follows, the potential is derived in the center-of-mass frame where the nu-
cleons' initial and final relative momenta are p and p', respectively. We also define 
k = p' - p, K = (p' + p)/2, and uk = ^Jk
2 + mi 
III.1.1 Tree-Level and Contact AW Potent ial 
We start off by evaluating the AW potential at LO. The amplitude resulting from 
the contact interaction Hamiltonian Hero of Eq. (237) is illustrated by the diagram 
in panel a) of Fig. 7 and gives rise to the LO order contact potential vCT0, which is 
expressed in terms of the two LECs Cs and CT as 
,CTO = Cs + CT 0\ • o"2 (38) 
The static OPEP is illustrated panel b) of Fig. 7 and has been evaluated in Sec. II.3, 
where we found 
^ ( k ) = 
g\ cr i -kcra-k 
Ti • T2 -F2 uit 
(39) 
Next we consider the contributions arising from panel c). These are implied by 
the contact Hamiltonians involving two gradients acting on the nucleons' fields given 
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in Eqs. (239)-(247), therefore the corresponding AW potential is of order Q2, or 
N2LO. As an example, we consider the contribution due to the Hamiltonian HQT2,I-
The evaluation of the vertex implied by this contact interaction has been carried 
out in a generic frame with nucleon i = 1,2 having initial and final momenta pj 
and p^, respectively, and its expression is given in Eq. (287) of Appendix B.3. The 
corresponding contact potential vCT2,1 then reads 
^C T 2 ' 1(Pi ,P2) = - 2 C U P i - P 2 + P'1-P2) , (40) 
which reduces to 
vCT2'\k2,K2) = C[(k2 + 4K2) , (41) 
in the center-of-mass frame. Similar expressions are found for the remaining contact 
interactions, and the resulting contact potential at N2LO is in practice given by the 
sum of the matrix elements listed in Eqs. (287)-(295), evaluated in the center-of-
mass frame. In this frame, it is expressed in terms of seven independent operatorial 
structures, each multiplied by a coefficient which is a linear combination of the C[ 
LECs entering the contact interaction Hamiltonians. Specifically, 
vCT2(k,K) = d k2 + C2K
2 + {C3 k
2 + C4 K
2) o-! • <T2 + iC5
 a i + °"2 • K x k 
+ C6 <TX • k <x2 • k + C7 <TX • K <r2 • K , (42) 
where the Cj's (i = 1 , . . . , 7) are linear combinations of the C2"s [i = 1 , . . . , 14), given 
by 
C\ = C1 — C3 + C2/2, 
C2 = 4C[-4C'3-2C2, 
Cs = C9 + C1 2 /2 — C14 , 
C4 = 4 C ^ - 2 C ; 2 + 4 C ; 4 , (43) 
C5 = 2C'5-4C',-2C'6: 
CQ = C7 + C8 + Cw/2 + Cn/2 — C13 , 
C7 = 4C7 + 4C'S-2C'W-2C
>
U+4C[3. 
In Ref. [21] we showed that the number of C[ is redundant, since it is possible to relate 
the contact interactions proportional to C4, C5, and C'e and those proportional to C'7, 
Cg, C[Q, and C'u by means of partial integrations in the corresponding Lagrangians. 
For the sake of clarity, we utilize the same notation adopted in Ref. [2, 3], but one 
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should keep in mind that relations among contact interactions exist which reduce the 
number of independent LECs. 
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FIG. 8: Complete set of time-ordered diagrams for the TPE 'triangle' contribution, 
panels a)-c); complete set of time-ordered diagrams for the TPE 'football' contribu-
tion, panels d) and e). Notation is as in Fig. 1. 
III.1.2 Loop Corrections to the AW Potential 
Loop contributions enter at N2LO, and are represented in panels d)-i) of Fig. 7. 
The TPE 'triangle' and 'football' contributions illustrated in panels d) and e), re-
spectively, are irreducible, and the complete set of time-ordered diagrams is shown 
in Fig. 8. The evaluation of the corresponding amplitudes leads to the following 
contributions 
vd(k) = -2^Tl.T2! f * ^(q1 + q 2 + k) 
x [qi • q2 - icrx • (qx x q2)] + (1 — 2), (44) 
«-(k) = - ^ n - T i / / ( u y ^ ) a g(q1+q2 + k), (45) 
where u>i = (qf + m2)1/2 , and q* are energies and momenta of the exchanged vir-
tual pions, as specified in Fig. 8. The (1 ^ 2) in Eq. (44) indicates the operation 
of exchanging the two nucleons, thus it corresponds to exchange (ri, <TI, p, p') ^ 
(r2, cr2, —p, —p'). Note that the factor 1/2 multiplying the 'football' contribution— 
panels d and f)—is a symmetrization factor, avoiding double counting of the closed 
pion loop. Changing the variables of integration in the above expressions to 
P = qi + q2, p = qi - q2 , (46) 
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and integrating over P , lead to 




' / . 
(u+ - UJ_)< 
8F^TI'T2.LLU+LU4UJ+ + UJ^ 
(47) 
(48) 
where u>± = \/(p ± k)2 + 4mJ. Note that the term a\ • (qi x q2) in Eq. (44) becomes, 
after the change of variables a\ • (p x k)/2, and gives a vanishing contribution since 
it is odd under p —> —p. 
P' - P ' 
Q2 J 
qi 
p - p 
a) 
q i . 
q 2 i 
6) 
FIG. 9: Irreducible direct TPE 'box' diagram, panel a); irreducible crossed TPE 
'box' diagram, panel b). Notation is as in Fig. 1. Only one among the possible 
time-ordered diagrams is shown. 
The TPE 'box' contribution is shown in panel f) of Fig. 7. As illustrated in 
Fig. 5, this TPE amplitude results from 12 time-ordered diagrams, which have both 
irreducible and reducible parts. We start off by evaluating the transition amplitude 
arising from the irreducible diagrams. We utilize the same notation introduced in 
Sec. II.3 and denote with V^NN^, qj) the vertex from the nNN interaction Hamilto-
nian relative to nucleon % and a pion with momentum q^. The irreducible diagrams 
account for the following term in the NN potential 
vT(k) = -2 / f £(qi + q2 + k)x 
Jqi Jq2 
-, ; rKjvJv(2, q2)V„NN(2, qi)VwNN(l, q2)VnNN(l, qi) 
WiW2(Wi +UJ2) 
+ U}l2
+2f2+'!}lU^V^N{2, qi)KrATAr(2, q 2 )KiViv( l , q2)K r i VAr(l, q i ) l • (49) 
Uf LU2{UJi + U2) J 
The first term in the equation above comes from the irreducible direct diagrams (in 
which, with reference to Fig. 9, pion 1 is absorbed before pion 2), while the second 
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term is from the crossed diagrams (in which pion 1, is absorbed after pion 2). In fact, 
the two vertex sequences entering the previous equation are the same, but for the 
positions of the vertices involving nucleon 2, which are switched in the crossed term. 
Reducible diagrams, evaluated within the static limit approximation, lead to con-
tributions which are embedded into the Lippmann-Schwinger equation where a static 
OPEP is iterated, thus we disregard the amplitude resulting from these diagrams. 
However, recoil corrections to the static OPEP, due to the kinetic energies of the nu-
cleons, need to be accounted for. Recoil corrected reducible diagrams lead to terms 
of order Q2 in the transition amplitude, and must be included in the evaluation of 





a) b) c) d) 
FIG. 10: Time-ordered reducible diagrams for the TPE 'box' contribution. Notation 
is as in Fig. 1. Only one among the possible time-ordered diagrams is shown. 
The transition amplitude resulting from the reducible diagrams illustrated in 
Fig. 10 is given by 
1 
«T(k) 
- ' q i • / q 2 
qi + q2 + k)- -(Da + Db + Dc + Dd) 
(Ei-E^-Ek + irj) 
x KjVAr(2,q2)KriViv(2, qi)KriViv(l,q2)KArAf(l,qi) , (50) 
where Ei are the energies of the intermediate nucleons, while the D's represent the 
energy denominators entering the amplitudes illustrated by the diagrams of panels 












-E2-U1+ irj) (Ei -
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- u>2 + irj) 
- u2 + irj) 
-u2 + irj) 
(51) 
(Ei - Ex - E2 - wi + irj) (Ei -Ex- E2' -co2 + irj) 
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where E\ and E2 are the initial nucleons' energies, and E[ and E'2 are the final nucle-
ons' energies. Recoil corrections are obtained by expanding the energy denominators 
in powers of AE/ui ~ Q, where AE represents nucleon kinetic energy differences, 
and Mi is the energy of the exchanged pion. For example, the energy denominator 




 Ei-El-E2+0(Q>) l + E*-El'-E2+0(Q>) 
Ld2 
(52) 
and similar expressions are found for the remaining energy factors listed in Eq. (51). 
The sum of the energy denominators entering Eq. (50) then reads 
Da + Db + Dc + Dd 
LO\UJ2 
2 + ^ ± i ^ ( £ i -E,- E2) + 0(Q
2) (53) 
Insertion of the previous result into Eq. (50) leads to the following expression for the 
reducible TPE 'box' contribution 
< d ( k ) = / / £(qi + q2 + k) 
(Et -E1-E2 + irj) 
2 2 
X VnNN{2, q2)—VnNN(l, q2)KiVAr(2, qi)—VnNN{l, qi) 
LU2 UJi 
+ 2 / / 5 ( q 1 + q 2 + k)^±^ 
U{U2 
x VnNN(2,q2)V7rNN(2,q1)VnNN(l,q2)V7TNN{l:q1) • (54) 
The first term in the equation above is identified with an iteration of the static OPEP 
into the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, namely 
1 
vfS{k) = / / <Kqi + q2 + k K ( q 2 
- ' q i J<12 (Ei -Ex-E2 + irj) 
^ ( q i ) , (55) 
where 
*M<1«) = -VnNN{2,qi) — VVjvjv(l.q») = - ^
T i ' T2 2 • (56) 
The N2LO recoil corrected reducible contribution is given by the second term in 
Eq. (54), that is 
UJ2 vr(k) = 2 [ [ S(ql + q2 + k)^±^ 
iq i iq 2
 W l U2 
x V7rNN{2,q2)V7rNN(2,q1)VnNN{l,q2)V7TNN{l:q1) • (57) 
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The TPE 'box' amplitude is obtained by combining the expression above with the 
N2LO irreducible contribution given in Eq.(49), 
vt(k) = <
r ( k ) + < c ( k ) 
= 2 f f %1+q2 + kA 
J til J 02 Ul 
2 + U>2 + UJ\ U>2 
- q W q 2 - i W 2
2 ( W i + W 2 ) 
x [KiViv(2,q2),KrJViv(2,qi)]KiVAr(l,q2)KiViv(l,qi) , (58) 
where the [...,...] indicates a commutator. Insertion of the explicit expressions of 
the vertices in the previous equation gives 
2 n • r2(qi • q2)
2 - 3 ax • (q : x q2)<72 • (qi x q2) , (59) 
which reduces to 
,2 , , . , ,., , ,.,2 
x [ r 1 - r 2 ( p
2 - f c 2 ) 2 + 6 < T 1 - ( k x p ) o - 2 - ( k x p ) ] , (60) 
once the change of integration variables defined in Eq. (46) is made. Thus, the TPE 
loop diagrams of panels d)-f) of Fig. 7 generate the following contribution to the NN 
potential 
v2*(k) = vd(k)+ve(k) + vt(k) (61) 
g\ f p2-k2 1 f (u+-u;.)
2 
Tl - T 2 
r P
2-k2 i _ r 
ip^rRTZ)"8^
Ti'T2ip F* JPUJ+U.(LJ++UJ_) 8FT4 JPUJ+UJ4L;+ + U;-) 
M t z : ~ : £ ^ • * & - *»>»+*<* • (k x P) .2. (k x P)] 
The set of time-ordered diagrams, associated with the loop-corrections to the LO 
contact interaction illustrated in panel g) of Fig. 7, is represented in Fig. 11. We find 
that the irreducible diagrams—panels a) and b) in Fig. 11—account for the following 
contribution to the AW potential 
2 r 2 
v'T = Tlk'ri-'r2lCs<7i-<r2 + CT(3 + 2<T1-a2)} / ^ , (62) 
where up = \Jp
2 + m2 is the energy of the exchanged virtual pion. Recoil corrections 
to the reducible diagrams shown in panels c)-f) of Fig. 11 amount to 
2 /• 2 
vr = -^n-T2[Cs<T1-<T2 + CT(3-2*1-cT2)} / ^ , (63) 
•J P-n Jp Up 
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a) b) c) d) e) f) 
FIG. 11: Complete set of time-ordered diagrams for the loop corrections to the LO 
contact potential. Irreducible diagrams are shown in panels a) and b), while reducible 
diagrams are shown in panels c)-f). Notation is as in Fig. 1. 
and the complete expression for the loop corrections to the LO contact interaction 
is again obtained by summing the irreducible and recoil corrected reducible contri-
butions, given in Eq. (62) and Eq. (63), respectively, 
«g = v™ + v™ = M c r n -7> ai .«, , j f ^ . ( 6 4 ) 
We now turn our attention to the contributions represented by the diagrams 
illustrated in panels h) and i) of Fig. 7. These diagrams have both reducible and 
irreducible parts. The former are shown in Fig. 12 and describe interactions among 
"dressed nucleons" involving self-energy corrections. We do not take into account 
recoil corrections arising from the pion emitted and reabsorbed by the same nucleon. 
In particular, we find the irreducible contributions illustrated in panel h) of Fig. 7 to 
be 
<r(k) = - f | ^ V • k *2 • k / p
2 (4- + - U , (65) 
where uj\. is the known energy of the pion exchanged by the two nucleons, and u>p is 
the energy of the pion in the loop. The recoil corrections to the reducible diagram 
of panel a) in Fig. 12 are obtained by expanding only the energy denominator of the 
intermediate state with the pion exchanged by the two nucleons: 
<c(k) = f | ^ - ^ • k <x2 • k / p*J- , (66) 
and the complete expression for the loop corrections to the OPEP is 
^(k) = < r (k) + < c (k) = - - ^ T-^ax • k <T2 • k / 4 • (
6?) 
<J -Tjr ^k Jp Uv 
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a) b) 
FIG. 12: Reducible diagrams involving nucleon' "self-energy" corrections. Notation 
is as in Fig. 1. Only one among the possible time-ordered diagrams is shown. 
Lastly, for diagram i) we retain the irreducible part only of panel b) in Fig. 12, 
and obtain 
Vi = ^ = ||(3C's-CV0-1-<72) f 4 - (68) 
The xEFT nuclear potential up to order Q2 has also been derived by van Kolck 
et al. in Ref. [2] and by Epelbaum et al. in Ref. [3]. The former group utilized the 
standard TOPT formulation adopted in the present work. They explicitly considered, 
in addition to pion and nucleon interactions, also those involving the A-isobar degree 
of freedom. The results obtained in that work for the TPE contributions associated 
with the diagrams in panels d) and e) of Fig. 7 agree with those reported here. As per 
the amplitude related to the TPE diagram in panel f) of Fig. 7, the special treatment 
reserved in this work to the reducible contributions leads to a result which differs 
from that derived in Ref. [2]. The two expressions are in agreement if we retain only 
irreducible contributions. 
Epelbaum and collaborators derived the nuclear potential in TOPT in combina-
tion with a unitary transformation that decouples, in the Hilbert space of nucleons 
and pions, the states consisting of nucleons only from those containing, in addition, 
pions [3]. This approach is referred to as the unitary transformation method, or pro-
jection formalism. It is interesting to note that, at least at the order we investigated 
so far, the unitary transformation method and TOPT with the additional prescrip-
tion of accounting for recoil corrections to reducible terms are equivalent. This is true 
for the amplitudes implied by the diagrams illustrated in panels a)-g) of Fig. 7. Our 
approach leads to results which differ from those reported in Ref. [3] when applied 
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to the evaluation of amplitudes associated with 'self-energy' contributions, like those 
represented in panels h) and i) of Fig. 7. However, as it will become clear in the next 
section, these differences—for diagrams h) and i)—do not affect the definition of the 
renormalized potential, since they only lead to differences in the renormalization of 
the LECs Cs, CT, and g&-
III.2 RENORMALIZATION OF THE NN POTENTIAL 
The potential defined in the previous section contains ultraviolet divergences which 
need to be removed by a proper renormalization procedure. In order to isolate these 
divergences, loop integrals (or kernels) of the N2LO contributions have been regular-
ized with the dimensional regularization scheme [18, 20]. This scheme is commonly 
used within the xEFT framework since, being a momentum cutoff independent pre-
scription, it preserves the power counting. In practice, we evaluated the three mo-
mentum loop integrals in dimension d = 3 — e as shown below 
where /i is a renormalization scale introduced to preserve physical dimensions. As 
d —> 3, or e —• 0+, the integral becomes singular but its divergent content is easily 
identified with the parameter e, and reabsorbed, order by order, by the LECs en-
tering the theory. The latter are then constrained by the experimental data. The 
regularized kernels are obtained by studying the asymptotic behavior of the corre-
sponding d-dimensional integrals for e —» 0+ . They have been derived in Appendix C 
where we report the relevant integration formulae and list the expressions of the reg-
ularized loop-integrals. Here we sketch the renormalization procedure of the various 
contributions, and give the final expression for the renormalized NN potential. 
As an example, we discuss, in some detail, the regularization of the two-pion-
exchange contribution of Eq. (61). In terms of the kernels L(k), I^2n\k) and J^2n\k) 
defined in Appendix C, it reads as 
v2*(V= - ^n-T* L(k)-8g2A I^(k)-k2f°\k) + 4g\ J^(k) 




By inserting the explicit expressions of these kernels in the previous equation, we 
obtain 
..27T (k) = *J27r(k) + Ti • T2 P2(k) + (k
2 ax • 0-2 - <JX • k 0-2 • k) P0 , (71) 




48TT2 F i 
T r T 2 G ( f c ) 4 m i ( l + 4 ^ - 5 ^ ) 




4 ml + k2 
+ 8TT2 F i G(fc) (A;
2 <Ti • a2 - <T\ • k a2 • k ) , (72) 
with the loop function G(k) defined as 
= V 4 m
2 + A ; 2 ^ y 4 m 2 + f e 2 + fc 
fc n ^/4mJT¥-k 
(73) 
The divergences isolated by the dimensional regularization scheme are lumped 
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where the parameter e —» 0 + , 7 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and fj, is the 
renormalization scale brought in by dimensional regularization. The isospin struc-
ture T\ • T2 multiplying the polynomial P2(k)—Eq. (71)—can be reduced by Fierz 
rearrangement [22] so as to match structures occurring in the LO vCT0 and N2LO 
?jCT2(k, K) contact contributions. A heuristic derivation exploits the antisymmetriza-
tion of the two-nucleon states. If P12, P°2, and P{2 denote respectively the space, 
spin, and isospin exchange operators, where 
1 + a\ • a2 per _ (76) 
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and similarly for P[2, then P12 P[2 P\i = —1 for a two-nucleon state. Thus the isospin 
structure T\ • r2 can be written as follows 
^^2 = - 2 P[2 P12 - 1 = - 2 - ax • tr2 . (77) 
Similarly, the term T\ • r2 k
2 is reduced to 
Ti -T2k
2 = -2 P?2 P12 k
2-k2 = - 4 (1 + o-i • <r2) K
2-k2 , (78) 
where we used Pi2 &
2 = 4 if2, which follows from the consideration that on exchang-
ing the momenta of the nucleons pi ^ p2 , the relative momentum p —> —p. 
We can now utilize the relations given in Eqs. (77) and (78) to reduce the isospin 
structures multiplying the polynomial P2(fc). In particular, the momentum indepen-
dent terms in P2(fc) redefine the values of the LECs entering the contact potential 
at LO, i.e. vCT0 given in Eq. (38), while those which depend on k2 contribute to 
the renormalization of the LECs entering the contact potential at N2LO, that is 
fCT2(k, K) of Eq. (42). The renormalization constant P0 is instead reabsorbed by 
the LECs entering the contact potential at N2LO, since it multiplies structures which 
depend quadratically on the relative momentum k—see Eq. (71). Specifically, the 
terms in P0 and P2(fc) renormalize the LECs Cs, CT, C\, C2, C4 and C6. For example, 
the last term of Eq. (71) is absorbed by the redefinition, 
ft = e . + 8 ^ * . - ( - f + 7 - h , + ] n ^ - ! ) . (79) 
Note that the renormalized C§ remains ^-independent, as becomes obvious by taking 
the logarithmic derivative with respect to fj, and neglecting 0(e) terms. For ease 
of notation, we will omit the overline and tacitly imply that the LECs have been 
properly renormalized. 
The contributions in Eqs. (64), (67), and (68) lead to further renormalization 
of the LECs Cs and CT, as well as the axial coupling constant g^ entering the LO 
OPEP: 
vz + vt = T ^ ^ T T 1 - T 2 0 - 1 - 0 - 2 M W + ^ ( 3 C 5 - C r 0 - 1 - ( T 2 ) M (
3 ) , (80) 
3 F* F£ 
where the renormalization constants M^ are listed in Appendix C. The complete 
renormalized NN potential up to N2LO included is then given as 
v(k, K) = vCT0 + v*(k) + vCT2{k, K) + v2*(k) , (82) 
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where T;CT0, v*, lfT2, and v2n are defined in Eqs. (38), (39), (42), and (72), respec-
tively, and the overline indicates that the LECs g^ and some of the C[ have been 
renormalized. 
III.3 DETERMINING THE LECS: FITTING THE N2LO POTENTIAL 
The AW potential defined in Sec. III.2 involves nine unknown LECs associated with 
the contact interactions entering at LO (Cs and CT) and N2LO (C;, i = 1 , . . . , 7). 
We determine these LECs by fitting phase-shifts obtained in the very recent (2008) 
analysis of np scattering data by Gross and Stadler [23]. To this end, we formulate 
the WW scattering- and bound-state problems in momentum space [24]. In the case 
of scattering, we solve for the W-matrix 
KJJ,?(P',P) = VJJSL(P',P) + ^ rdktfY,<&V>
k)-2^T2K™(k>P) » (83) 
n JO L„ p — K 
where ^N is the reduced mass of the two nucleon system, and V denotes a principal-
value integration. The momentum-space matrix elements v[7[(p',p) are obtained 
by projecting out the N2LO potential into states with definite orbital angular mo-
mentum L, total spin S, and total angular momentum J, for each isospin channel 
corresponding to T = 0,1 [25]. The integral equations above are discretized, and the 
resulting systems of linear equations are then solved by direct numerical inversion. 
The principal-value integration is removed by a standard subtraction technique [26]. 
Once the W-matrices in the various channels have been determined, the correspond-
ing (on-shell) ^-matrices are obtained from 
SJTS(p) = [l + 2ifjiNpK
JTS(p,p)]~1[l-2ifiNpK
JTS(p,p)} , (84) 
from which phase shifts and, for coupled channels, mixing angles are determined [25]. 
In particular, the phase shifts 5JSL in single channels (L = J) are related to the S-
matrix via 
SJTS = ei2SjsL^ ( 8 5 ) 
while in the coupled channels ( 5 = 1 and L = J ± 1) the S'-matrix is represented in 
terms of the mixing angle ej, along with the phase shifts 5± = 8JU±\ and reads 
JTS _ ( e
i25~ cos(2ej) ie*(*- + *+> sin(2ej) \ 
_ \ iei(«J- + <5+) S in(2ey) e
i2<5+cos(2ej) / 
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TABLE 3: Values for the nucleon axial coupling constant g&, pion decay constant 
F^, neutral and charged pion masses mo and m+, (twice) np reduced mass /ijv, and 













The bound state (with JTS — 101 and L, L' — 0, 2) is obtained from solutions of 
the homogeneous integral equations [24] 
i o f°° 
">M = r= Yr^r^- / dkk2J2<MP^)wL'(k) , (86) 
Ed - p
z/(2^iN) TX J0 ^ 
where Ed denotes the bound state energy. From the previous equation the 
configuration-space S- and .D-wave components follow as 
2 f°° 
uL(r) = - dpp
2jL(pr)wL(p). (87) 
7T Jo 
Before turning our attention to a discussion of the phase-shift fits, we note that the 
potential v(k, K) defined in Eq. (82) needs to be further regularized, since it behaves 
quadratically in the momenta k and/or K. The regularization is accomplished by 
including a high-momentum cutoff, which is conveniently chosen to be of the form 
CA(A;,^) = e-(
f c 4 + 1 6^/A 4 , (88) 
and the matrix elements of the regularized potential entering the if-matrix and 
bound-state equations are obtained from 
vR(k, K) = v(k, K) .CA(fc, K) . (89) 
The regulator defined in Eq. (88) involves momenta to the forth power. This choice 
does not spoil the power counting of the present potential (of order Q2), since it 
generates spurious contributions of order ~ Q4. 
The parameters, utilized in the fitting procedure, and characterizing the OPE 
and TPE parts of the potential are listed in Table 3, with the nucleon axial coupling 
constant g^ determined from the Golberger-Treiman relation gA = g-KNNF7T/(2mN), 
which relates it to the nNN coupling constant gnNN- The latter is taken to have the 
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value glNN/(47i) = 13.63 ± 0.20 [27, 28]. In fact, in the OPE we include the isospin-
symmetry breaking induced by the mass difference between charged and neutral 
pions, since it leads to significant effects in the 1So scattering length [11], and therefore 
the OPEP reads 
^ ( k ) = 9
2A 
3F2 
+ Ti 12 
Ti - r 2 
1 
1 2 
+ k2 + ml k2 + m2^ 
1 
k2 + mQ k2 + m2 
<Ti • k <r2 • k , (90) 
where 7\2 is the isotensor operator defined as T\2 = 3TI2T2 ]2 — T\ • T2, and mo and 
m+ are the neutral and charged pions masses. Finally, we note that the pion mass 
entering in the TPE part—Eq. (72)—is taken as m, = (mo + 2m + ) / 3 . 
The LECs Cs, CT, and Cj, i = 1 , . . . , 7, are determined by fitting the deuteron 
binding energy and np S- and P-wave phase shifts up to 100 MeV lab energies. The 
fitting strategy becomes obvious once the partial wave expansion of the potential is 
carried out. In the case of spin-singlet (S = 0) channels, the contact components of 
the partial-wave expanded potential with JT and 5 = 0 read: 
v$>(p',p; CTO/2) = i - J dzPj(z) [Dx + D2 (p'
2+p2) -2D3p'pz] CA(p',p, z) , 
(91) 
where z = p ' • p, Pj{z) is a Legendre polynomial, and the Dj denote linear combina-
tions of the LECs with Dx = Cs - 3 CT, A> = Cx - 3 C3 - C6 + (C2 - 3 C4 - C7)/4, 
and D3 = C\ — 3 C3 — C§ — (C2 — 3 C4 — C-?)/4. The cutoff function is even in z, and 
therefore for even (odd) J only £>i and D2 (D3) contribute. In practice, D\ and D2 
have been determined by fitting the (np) singlet scattering length (as) and effective 
range (rs), and
 1S0 phase shift, while D3 is determined by fitting the
 xPi phases. 
In the case of spin-triplet (S = 1) channels, the situation is slightly more compli-
cated. For uncoupled channels with J > 0, we write 
,JT1 
(P' ',p; CTO/2) = -1-J dz Pj-^z) + PJ+i(z)\ (2D8 + D9)p'p 
Pj(z) D4 + (D5 + D6) (p'
2+p2) -2(D7-D8- D9)p'pz CA(p\p,z), (92) 
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TABLE 4: Values of the LECs corresponding to cutoff parameters A in the range 


















































while for the 3P 0 channel (having JTS = 011) 
O',p;CT0/2)= ^£dz P0(z) (2D8-D9)p'p 
+Pl{z)\DA + (D5 - D6) (p'
2+p2) ~{2D7- D9)p'pz CA(p',p,z) .(93) 
Here, the ZVs denote the following LEC combinations: D4 = Cs + CT, D5 — C\ + 
C3 + (C2 + C4)/4, D6 = C6 + C7/4, D7 = Cx + C3 - (C2 + C4)/4, Ds = C6 - C7/4, 





2+p2)-(2D7-Dg)p'pz CA(p',p,z), (94) 
JT l 
++ 
(p',p; CTO/2) = ^Jdz 
+PJ+I(Z) 
*Wl2JTI-*]^ 
£>4+ £>5 - °* \p'
2+P
2)-(2D7-D9)p'pz 
2 J + 1 




4TT 2J + ?L dz D« Pj^(z)p'2 + PJ+1(z)p2 
2D8Pj(z)p'p CA(p',p,z) , (96) 
where L = ± is a shorthand for L = J ± 1, and the off-diagonal matrix element 
with —h is obtained from v^j[1(p',p; CTO/2) by exchanging p' ^ p. The parameters 
D4, D5 and D6 are then determined by fitting the deuteron binding energy (E^), 
spin-triplet scattering length (at) and effective range (r t), and
 3Si-3D! phases and 
mixing angle €\—the contributions of terms proportional to D7, D8, and Dg vanish 
in this channel. On the other hand, only the latter enter into the 3Pj=o,i,2 channels, 
and the associated phases can then be used to fit D7, Ds, and Dg. 
FIG. 13: The S-wave np phase shifts, obtained with cutoff parameters A=500, 600, 
and 700 MeV, are denoted by dash (red), dot-dash (green), and solid (blue) lines, 
respectively. The filled circles represent the phase-shift analysis of Ref. [23]. 
In our fits to the np-phase shifts, the cutoff parameter A varies in the range of 500-
700 MeV. The AW potential defined in Sec. III.2 includes up to TPE contributions. 
Choosing the cutoff parameter A to vary in the range defined above corresponds to 
removing contributions of range > 2m.n. The short range behavior of the potential is 
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0 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200 
FIG. 14: Same as in Fig. 13, but for P-wave phase shifts. 
represented by a set of contact terms. As already mentioned, we fit up to laboratory 
kinetic energies of 100 MeV, in a regime where the present xEFT formulation is 
expected to be valid. 
In Table 4 we list the best-fit values obtained for the LECs for A=500, 600, and 
700 MeV. The results for the S- and P-wave phases used in the fits, as well as for 
the D-wave and peripheral F- and G-wave phases, and mixing angles ej=i ...4 are 
displayed in Figs. 13-18 up to 200 MeV lab kinetic energies, while effective range 
expansions and deuteron properties are listed in Table 5. In Figs. 13 and 14 we 
show the fits to the S- and P-wave phase shifts. Of course, beyond lab energies of 
100 MeV the results shown in the figures are not constrained by the fits, and hence 
represent predictions, although the validity of the xEFT to order Q2 in this regime 
maybe questionable. 
In Figs. 15-18 we show the predictions for the D-, F-, and G-wave phase shifts, 
and mixing angles e ,7=1,2,3,4. For reference, in Figs. 15-18, following the original work 
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FIG. 15: Same as in Fig. 13, but for D-wave phase shifts. The dash-double-dot (or-
ange) line is obtained in first order perturbation theory for the T-matrix by including 
only the one- and two-pion-exchange parts of the N2LO potential. 
by Kaiser et al. [29], the phases obtained by including only the one- and two-pion-
exchange (v* and v2n, respectively) terms of the potential are also shown. These 
have been calculated in first order perturbation theory on the T-matrix, and hence 
are cutoff independent. The D-, F-, and G-wave phases and the mixing angles show 
a significant cutoff dependence In particular, the F- and G-wave phases, while small 
because of the centrifugal barrier, nevertheless display a pronounced sensitivity to 
short-range physics. Beyond 100 MeV, the agreement between the calculated and 
experimental phases is generally poor, and indeed in the 3D3 and
 3F4 channels they 
have opposite sign. Overall, the quality of the fits at N2LO is comparable to that 
reported in Refs. [12, 25] and, more recently, in Ref. [30]. There are indications [31] 
that inclusion of explicit A-isobar degrees of freedom might reduce the sensitivity to 
the cutoff. There are also indications [25] that including the N3LO (Q4) corrections 
improves the agreement between the experimental and theoretical phase shifts. The 
N3LO corrections include contributions arising from heavy meson exchanges and A-
isobar excitations. 
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FIG. 16: Same as in Fig. 15, but for F-wave phase shifts. 
The scattering lengths are well reproduced by the fits (within ~ 1% of the data, 
see Table 5), however, the singlet and triplet effective ranges are both significantly 
underpredicted, by ~ 10% and ~ 5% respectively. 
The deuteron S- and D-wave radial wave functions are shown in Fig. 19 along 
with those calculated with the Argonne Vi$ (AV18) potential [11]. The D wave is 
particularly sensitive to variations in the cutoff: it is pushed in as A is increased 
from 500 to 700 MeV, but remains considerably smaller than that of the AV18 up 
to internucleon distances of ~ 1.5 fm, perhaps not surprisingly, since this realistic 
potential has a strong tensor component at short range. The static properties, i.e. 
D- to S-state ratio, mean-square-root matter radius, and magnetic moment—the 
binding energy is fitted—are close to the experimental values, and their variation 
with A is quite modest. The quadrupole moment is underpredicted by ~ 4%, a 
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FIG. 18: Same as in Fig. 15, but for the mixing angles ej. 
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r(fm) 
FIG. 19: The S-wave and D-wave components of the deuteron, obtained with cutoff 
parameters A=500, 600, and 700 MeV and denoted by dash (red), dot-dash (green), 
and solid (blue) lines, respectively, are compared with those calculated from the 
Argonne v\8 potential (dash-double-dot black lines). 
TABLE 5: Singlet and triplet np scattering lengths (as and at) and effective ranges 
(rs and rt), and deuteron binding energy (Bj), D- to S-state ratio (%), root-mean-
square matter radius (r^), magnetic moment (//<$), quadrupole moment (Qa), and 
D-state probability (PD), obtained with A=500, 600, and 700 MeV, are compared 
to the corresponding experimental values (os, rs, at, and rt from Ref. [32], Bd from 

























































III.4 CONTACT POTENTIAL IN A> 2 SYSTEMS 
So far, we have derived the AW potential in the center-of-mass frame. In a general 
frame, though, in which the WW pair has total momentum P = P1+P2 = P1+P2 ¥" 0> 
the potential implied by the contact interaction Hamiltonians listed in Eqs. (239)-
(247), consists of the contribution vCT2(k, K) of Eq. (42), plus an additional term, 
VpT2(k, K), which depends on the total pair momentum P. The N2LO contact po-
tential is easily obtained by summing up the contributions arising from the individual 
contact terms listed in Eqs. (287)-(295) of Appendix B.3. We express the individual 
nucleon momenta pj and p[, with i = 1, 2, in terms of the momenta k, K, and P as 
indicated below 
P l = I ( p _ k ) + K , p2 = ^(P + k) -K, 
pi = ^ ( P + k) + K, p'2 = ± ( P - k ) - K . (97) 
Thus, contributions which depend only on the momenta k and K give rise to the po-
tential vCT2(k, K) of Eq. (42), while those which depend also on the total momentum 
P lead to the following potential 
^ T 2 (k , K) = i C* ° ' 1 ~ 0 ' 2 • P x k + C; (o-i • P <r2 • K - o-! • K <r2 • P) 
+ (C; + C*4CTl-(T2)P
2 + C*5<T1-P(T2-P , (98) 
where the C*'s are expressed in terms of the following LECs combinations 
C* = C6/2 + C6/2, 
C2 = 2 C 7 — 2 C8 — C10 + C n , 
C*3 = -C[ + C'2/2-C3, (99) 
CA = —Cg + C712/2 + Cu , 
C* = -C'7/2-C'8/2 + C'10/4 + C'n/4 + C[3. 
We also observe tha t Eqs. (43) and (99) provide a one-to-one correspondence between 
the LECs and the coefficients of the NN contact potential. 
In a two-body system, one can chose the frame with P = 0, in which VpT2 
vanishes. However, in a nucleus with three or more nucleons, the center-of-mass of 
a nucleon pair will in general have motion with the respect to the center-of-mass of 
the whole nucleus, therefore this contribution needs to be included. 
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In Ref. [21], we argued that these P-dependent terms represent relativistic cor-
rections to the leading order contact potential vCT0. The general relation between 
the relativistic boost correction 8v(P) and the center-of-mass rest-frame interaction 
v has been obtained by Foldy/Krajcik [37] and by Friar [38], exploiting general prin-
ciples of relativistic mechanics. In particular, by requiring that the commutation 
relations of the Poincare group generators are satisfied, the boost correction up to 
order P2/m2v, is obtained from [37, 39] 
fo(P) = ^ + ^ [ P - r P ' P ' ' 1 + ^ [ ( ( T l " ( T 2 ) x P ' P l W l ' ( 1 0 0 ) 
where r and p are the relative position and momentum operators, respectively. These 
terms have a simple physical interpretation [39]: the first arises from the relativistic 
energy-momentum relation, the second from Lorentz contraction, and the third from 
Thomas precession of the spins. 
Indeed, evaluation of the above commutators with v = vCT0 leads in momentum 
space to 






(CS + C T < 7 i . < T 2 ) : r - r , (101) 
N 
2 where we kept terms up to order Q , and assumed P ~ k ~ K ~ Q. 
In Ref. [40], we demonstrated that the relation given in Eq. (100) remains valid in 
a xEFT formulation, and established relations between C* and Cs and CT, namely 
Gl " ~^~ ' °2 " 2m% ' °3 _ ~4m% ' ° 4 _ ~4m% ' ° 5 " ° " ( 1 ° 2 ) 
It is important to note that boost corrections to the LO potential—including those 
to the OPEP which can be generated via Eq. (100)—have not been studied in xEFT 
calculations of binding energies and scattering observables in system with A > 2. 
However, they have been evaluated for the case of realistic potentials in the A = 3 
and 4 binding energies, where they have been found to give, respectively, about 400 
keV and 1.9 MeV repulsive contributions [39], as well as in three-nucleon scattering 
observables [41], where, in particular, they have led to an increase of the discrepancy 
between theory and experiment in the nd vector analyzing power. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ELECTROMAGNETIC CURRENTS IN xEFT 
We now turn our attention to the derivation of the electromagnetic current. Ac-
cording to the power-counting scheme, the LO term results from the coupling of the 
external photon field to the individual nucleons, and is counted as eQ~2, where a 
factor eQ is from the 7AW vertex, and a factor Q~3 follows from the momentum 
5-function implicit in the disconnected diagrams, see panel a) of Fig. 20. Higher 
P i + k i Pi + ki p2 + k2 





FIG. 20: Currents up to N2LO. Nucleons, pions, and photons are denoted by solid, 
dashed, and wavy lines, respectively. The filled circle in panel d) represents the 
(Q/ITIN)2 relativistic correction to the LO one-body current illustrated in panel a). 
order terms are suppressed by additional powers of Q. In Sec. IV. 1 we discuss the 
contributions occurring up to N2LO, while the contributions entering at N3LO are 
derived in Sec. IV.2. In Sec. IV.4 we explicitly verify that the present formulation, 
based on TOPT with the additional prescription introduced to account for recoil cor-
rections to the reducible diagrams, leads to currents which are conserved and hence 
consistent with the N2LO potential derived in Sec. III. 
IV. l CURRENTS U P TO N2LO 
The electromagnetic current up to N2LO is represented in Fig. 20, where we also 
show the kinematic of the process under study. Specifically, q denotes the external 
photon momentum, and the partial momenta are defined as 
ki = Pi - Pi , Kj = (pj + Pi)/2 , (103) 
where p; and p^ are the initial and final momenta of nucleon % = 1,2. In the remainder 
of this section we will refer to the panels of Fig. 20. 
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The LO contribution, implied by the electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian of 
Eq. (269), is given by the one-body current of panel a) 
i L O = 
Ja 2mjy 
2 eNti Kx + i fj,Ntl <TX x qj + 1 — 2 (104) 
where the photon momentum q is equal to the partial momentum transfered to 
nucleon i, q = kj, and m^- denotes the nucleon mass. We recall the definitions of e^ 
and HN\ 
eN = (l + r2)/2 , KN = {KS + KVTZ)/2 , nN = eN + KN , (105) 
where Ks and Ky are the isoscalar and isovector combinations of the anomalous 
magnetic moments of the proton and neutron (K$ = —0.12 n.m. and Ky = 3.706 
n.m.). 
The contributions at NLO, e Q - 1 , are represented by the diagrams in panels b) 
and c). A straightforward evaluation of these diagrams in the static limit leads to 
the expressions 
r ° = - z e | | ( r 1 x r 2 ) ^ 1 ^ + 1 ^ 2 , 
Jc = I e-^r (Ti X T2)z—2 2-(Ti • k i <T2 • k 2 . 
(106) 
(107) 
where, as usual, a (5-function representing the overall momentum conservation has 
been dropped. The latter follows from the momentum conservation at each of the 
vertex in the diagram. In particular, the momenta transferred to nucleons 1 and 2 
add up to q, ki + k2 = q. Note that the expressions given above are the seagull and 
pion-in-flight currents commonly used in the literature. 
The N2LO current is represented by the one-body contribution shown in panel d), 
and is due to (Q/mpj)2 relativistic corrections to the one-body current in Eq. (104). 
These are easily derived from a non-relativistic expansion of Eq. (271) 
2 (Kl + q2/4) (2K1 + i < T i X q ) + K r q ( q + 2i(T1x K : ) 




o 3 C j V ' i 
ie 
o m 3 '"JV.l 
+2 (Kx x q) <7i • Kx 1 ^ 2 . (108) 
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a) b) 
FIG. 21: NLO and N2LO corrections to the one-body current. Notation is as in 
Fig. 20. 
At NLO, and N2LO, there are additional contributions coming from one-loop 
corrections to the one-body current, see Fig. 21. Diagrams of this kind give rise to 
contributions to the radius and anomalous magnetic moments of the nucleons. We 
assume them to be absorbed in the experimental values for these quantities, utilized 
to construct the LO one-body current operator. 
IV.1 .1 Recoi l Corrections: Cancel lat ions at N 2 L O 
Recoil corrections play an important role also in the evaluation of the current opera-
tor. In particular, we observe that recoil corrected reducible contributions at N2LO 
(N3LO) exactly (partially) cancel irreducible terms at the same order. In the present 
formulation based on TOPT, there is in principle the additional N2LO current arising 
from the evaluation of the time-ordered diagrams represented in Fig. 22. Diagrams 





+ h.c. = - j ^ - ^ + h . c . , (109) 
ZUJk 
where V^VJV(Z, q) denotes the vertex from the one-body—or LO—electromagnetic in-
teraction Hamiltonian relative to nucleon i, and a photon with momentum q, j ^ ° is 
the current operator defined in Eq. (104), and ^ ( k ) is the static OPEP of Eq (39). 
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FIG. 22: Time-ordered diagrams illustrating the cancellation of the irreducible con-
tributions a) and b) by the recoil corrections to the LO diagrams c)-f). Notation is 
as in Fig. 20. 
and the labeling of momenta is as illustrated in the figure. The initial and final 
energies of the system Ei and Ef (Ei = Ef) are Ei=E\ + E2 + uq and Ef=E[ + E^ 
where uq is the energy of the external photon. The energy of the intermediate 
nucleon is denoted with E\. These energies, including the photon energy in the 
initial state, are all suppressed by Q/M relative to u>k ~ Q, therefore we can expand 
the denominators in square brackets as we did for the energy denominators entering 
reducible box diagrams—see Eq. (52) 
2 Ei — Ei — EL un 
ui 
(111) 
so that the reducible contribution of diagrams c)+d) now reads 
Jred - ^ V ; v ( l , k ) 
jLO_ 
Ja 
Ei — Ei —Eo—uJa + ir) 
vn{k) 
VyNN(l, k)VnNN(l, k)VnNN(2, k) 
ut 
- ^ ( k ) + j LO 
^ ( k ) 
2tok 
(112) 
Ei-E1 -E^-oJq + ir) 
The first term in the equation above is accounted for when the LO one-body current 
operator is evaluated in between wave functions solutions of the Lippman-Schwinger 
equation with a static OPEP (see discussion below), while the second term represents 
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the recoil corrected reducible contribution defined as 
£cLO = r ^ + h . c , (us) 
Z Ldfc 
where the h.c. term represents the contribution arising from the reducible diagrams 
of panels e) and f) of Fig. 22. The complete current at N2LO, obtained by summing 
the irreducible contribution of Eq. (109) to the expression above, is then seen to 
vanish. 
To interpret the first term of Eq. (112), consider the matrix element of the current 
operator j between initial and final two-nucleon states 
m.e. = (ipf | j | VO , (H4) 
where | ip) satisfies the Lippmann-Schwinger equation, 
IV) = 1 0 ) + „ J\ , . (v* + 8v*) \ tj,) 
1 (v* + 5vn) | 0 ) + . . . , (115) 
6v* = -y l 2 °'VnNN{2, k)VnNN(l,k) + h.c. = (Ei -H0)—+ h.c. , (116) 
E-Ho + iv 
and | 4>) is the unperturbed wave function solution of H0 | 0) = E \ <$). The 5v
n term 
represents the recoil correction to the static OPEP, which can be easily obtained by 
expanding the energy denominators entering the OPE transition amplitude in the 
usual way and is given by 
(Ej - H0) 
O - « i V i ¥ \ — 3 / - / i J ¥ i ¥ \ — 7 / ' _ V t \f I C\ 
Insertion of the perturbed wave functions into the matrix element of Eq. (114), leads 
to (for a single iteration) 
(V7 I j I Ipi) = (0/ I j I 0i> + (0/ I j - ^ 77 r~f + h.C. | &) 
Ei — Ii0 — i r) 
+ (0/ | j ^ - + h . c . 100 , (117) 
where we keep terms linear in vn and Svn. Let us consider just the LO one-body 
current and the N2LO irreducible current of Eq. (109), that is 
j = JaL°+ £ L ° , (US) 
then the matrix element of this current operator is 
Wf I J I M = <</>/1 &° I b) + (h I j £ L O I 0i> 
+ ( ^ / l J a % I • ^ + h.C. | ^ ) 
Ei — H0 — 17] 
+ ( 0 / l J a ° ^ + h - c 10,), (H9) 
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where terms up to N2LO are shown. In the previous equation, terms linear in u" 
reproduce the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (112) and the analogous one coming from 
diagrams e) and f) of Fig. 22. These contributions are already accounted for when 
the matrix element is evaluated between wave functions solution of the Lippman-
Schwinger equation with a static OPEP. The last two terms, which come from the 
recoil correction to the static OPEP, exactly cancel the second term which arises from 
the two-body current contribution represented in Fig. 22 panels a) and d). Thus, 
if OPEP is taken in the static limit, as is the case for the calculations reported in 
Sec. VI, then the contributions of diagrams a) and d) should not be retained, since 
they are canceled by recoil corrections to OPEP. The discussion above shows that, 
when one uses the static OPEP to generate the nuclear wave functions, then the 
current operator derived by retaining both recoil corrected reducible and irreducible 
contributions at each order, provides a better approximation than the corresponding 
operator derived by retaining only irreducible terms. 
So far, we have implicitly assumed that the intermediate states are eigenstates 
of the free interaction Hamiltonian H0. In fact, the situation becomes more delicate 
when the intermediate states describe fully interacting, rather than free, particles. 
Let now \ip) denote a bound or continuum state corresponding to H0 + v
7T with energy 
E, and let 5vn be the recoil correction to the static OPEP. To first order in Svn, the 
perturbed state | ip) is 
| i,) =\ ip) + * fo* | ip) , (120) 
hi — riQ — v" 
and the matrix element of the current operator j = j ^ ° + JiJr
LO between initial and 
final states \ipi) and \ipf) can be expressed as 
tyf I J I V'i) = (¥>/ I j I <Pi) + iff I J p 77 -=6vn + h.c. | tfi) , (121) 
where we have d ropped t e rms of order N 3 L O and higher. We showed t h a t , when 
the nucleonic intermediate states are free particles, the recoil correction to the static 
OPE potential is given by the expression reported in Eq. (116). If we assume that 
the nucleonic intermediate states describe fully interacting particles, i.e. they are 
eigenstates of H0-\-v*, then it is plausible that the correction 5v
n should be expressed 
as 
6v* = (Ei-H0-v*)£- + h.c, (122) 
z to 
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from which it follows that 
;N2LO 
<f>i < V / | j | ^ > = ( 0 / l J a U | ^ ) + (<Pf\ Jl 
+ ( 0 / l J a ° ^ „ ^ ,., , _. _V* + h.C. \ & 
+ (</>/lJ LO 
Ei- Ho-v7" + irj 
+ h.c. | 0i) , 
2uk 
(123) 
and cancelations identical to those observed in Eq. (119) occur. 
IV.2 CURRENTS AT N3LO 
At N3LO (eQ), we distinguish among five classes of contributions: i) currents gener-
ated by minimal substitution in the four-nucleon contact interactions involving two 
gradients of the nucleons' fields, as well as by non-minimal couplings—panel a) of 
Fig. 23; ii) tree-level non-minimal currents—panel b) of Fig. 23; iii) TPE currents 
at one loop—Fig. 25; iv) one-loop corrections to tree-level currents—Figs. 28 and 
29; and v) (Q/mjv)2 relativistic corrections to the NLO currents resulting from the 
non-relativistic reduction of the vertices. The latter are neglected in the present 
work. 
IV.2.1 Currents from Four-Nucleon Contact Interactions 
Contact currents at N3LO are represented in panel a) of Fig. 23. The minimal current 
implied by the electromagnetic interactions of Eqs. (260)-(268) is easily obtained by 
summing the corresponding vertices listed in Appendix B.3. Specifically, we find 
•N3LO 
J C T 7 = — eei 2 (2C[-C'2) K2 + 4 C $ K i + i C $ (o-i+o-2) X ^ + J C ^ J x Id 
- iC'ecr2 x k i + 2 (2C'7-C[0){K2-a2)cr1 + 2 (2C'S - C'n) (K2 • <n) <r2 
- 2 C'u [(Kx •<r1)v2 + (Kx • <r2) o-i] + 2 (2 C'g - C[2) K2 {<rx • cr2) 
- 4Ci 4K 1 (o- 1 -<r 2 ) + 1 (124) 
where the momenta are defined as in Eq. (103). 
Similarly, the non-minimal contact current implied by the Hamiltonian of 
Eq. (273) is obtained by the corresponding vertex—Eq. (306)—and reads 
• N 3 L O _ _ • 




FIG. 23: Diagrams illustrating the N3LO contact currents, both of minimal and 
non-minimal nature, panel a), and the N3LO tree-level current involving the nuclear-
electromagnetic Hamiltonian of Eq. (272) at the vertex illustrated by a full circle in 
panel b). Notation is as in Fig. 20. Only one of the possible time-ordered diagrams 
is represented in panel b) for the tree-level current. 
IV.2.2 Tree-Level Non-Minimal Current at N3LO 
At N3LO there is a contribution involving the standard irNN vertex on one nucleon, 
and a JTTNN vertex of order e Q2 on the other nucleon, derived from the interaction 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (272). This tree-level current is represented in panel b) of Fig. 23, 
and a direct evaluation of the corresponding amplitude leads to 
Jtree _ b c 77.2 
•K 
(dg r2,2 + dg Ti • r2) k2 - d2i(
Ti x T2)z(7i x k2 
o"2 • k2 
x q o— + 1 u k2 
(126) 
Higher order Hamiltonians derived from the xEFT Lagrangians in the pion and nu-
FIG. 24: Diagrams illustrating the pion exchange current involving the excitation of 
virtual A-resonance, panel a), and the ^(m exchange current. Notation as in Fig. 20, 
but for the thick line representing the A-isobar in panel a), and for the dashed lines 
representing p and n mesons as indicated in panel b). 
cleon sector, such as the e Q2 interaction of Eq. (272), subsume interactions involving 
heavy-mesons or nucleon resonances integrated out from the theory. This feature, 
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referred to as the 'saturation mechanism', is typical of the ^EFT formulation. In-
deed, xEFT Lagrangians describe the dynamics of the system in terms of a given 
set of degrees of freedom, and contributions arising from additional and heavier de-
grees of freedom are implicitly incorporated in the theory. Higher order interactions, 
described in our case in terms of pions and nucleons, include subleading pion and 
nucleon interactions. For example, the isovector part of j ^ e ^ ° has the same structure 
as the current involving N-A excitation [42] as illustrated in panel a) of Fig. 24. This 
current is obtained by direct evaluation of the amplitude which now involves TTNA 
and 77T./VA couplings implied by the corresponding xEFT Lagrangians, and in the 
static limit is given by [42] 
e n* 9A hA cr2 • k2 
JA = t 9mN AF%k
2
2 + ml 
^r%z k2 - ( n x T2)Z <7i x k2 x q + 1 ^ 2, (127) 
where A is the A-N mass difference, A=m.A — m^, hA is the 7riVA coupling constant, 
and p* is the TVA-transition magnetic moment. The isovector part of j ^ e ^ ° then 
reduces to the JA given above, if the following identifications are made: d21/d'& = 1/4, 
and d$ = 4 ^ * ^ / ( 9 771̂  A). Similarly, the isoscalar part of j ^ e ^ ° simulates the pir^y 
current (see [10] and references therein), illustrated in panel b) of Fig. 24 and given 
by the following expression 
9A9PTTJ9PNN , o"2 • k : •2 




where <-^lip = \ rn?p + k\, is the p-meson propagator with mp indicating the p-meson 
mass, <7p7r7 is the pifj transition coupling constant, and gPNN is the pNN coupling 
constant (its vector coupling). If one ignores the p-meson propagation, then the 
isoscalar part of jfre^° reduces to the expression above, if dg = gp^gpNNF^/m^. 
The 'resonance saturation' argument is commonly exploited to fix LECs entering 
the theory. Indeed, we will utilize the constraint d'2lld'% = 1/4 implied by the A-
resonance saturation mechanism. But otherwise we will determine the remaining 
LECs so as to reproduce nuclear electromagnetic observables—see Sec. VI. 
IV.2.3 One-Loop Two-Body Currents 
One-loop two-body currents are illustrated by the diagrams in Fig. 25, where we 
indicate the nucleons' momenta, as well as those of the exchanged pions qj, with i 
as indicated in the figure. The expressions for these currents follow from a direct 
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evaluation of the transition amplitudes associated with these diagrams. Recoil cor-
rections to the reducible contributions are properly accounted for in the currents of 
type d), e), and g). This aspect of the calculation is discussed in more detail in the 
next section. 
FIG. 25: Diagrams illustrating one-loop two-body currents. Only one among the 
possible time orderings is shown. Notation is as in Fig. 20. 
In what follows, we refer to the panels of Fig. 25. We also introduce the notation 
dqi hi (2ny UJi = qf + m\ (129) 
where the integration is over one of the exchanged pions, while the remaining internal 
momenta q ,̂ with j ^ i are fixed by the momentum-conserving 5-functions at each 
vertex. Referring to Fig. 25, we find 
J 
N3LO = -2i-
eg\ [2 r2>2 (<Ti x q2) + (n x T2)Z q2 9\ f 7* J + 1 (130) Ft J WiW2(Wi +U!2) 
where, for example, the integral is over qi, and the internal momentum q2 = k2 — qj. 
Type b) diagrams give 
- q3 ui + u2 + UJ3 
Jb - y[ J ^ U2Wz (UJi +U}2)(UJ1 +LU3)(u2 +U3) ( T I x T2)Z q i • q 2 
- 2 r2 j 2 <Ti • (qi x q 2 ) + 1 ^ 2 . (131) 
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Next, the contributions of type c)-e) diagrams are: 
•N3LO _ _„•_£ 
Jc 2 F 4 
4 
•N3LO _ n^e9A 
Jd — 6L 
^ (n x r2)2 / 
TV J 
A fd 
;4 J u,? 
2 + w | + u;iu;2 
F4 J u}\u}l{ul+ u2) 
+ 2 T2,z qi • q2 (o-i X q2) + 2 r M q2 <r2 • (qi X q2) 
qi - q3 U)2{LOI + u2 + u3) - 3UJI u3 
OJiUJ3 {Ui +U2)(u1 +U3)(U2 + UJ3) 
( T I x T2)Z q 2 ( q i • q 2 ) 




•N3LO _ o • e 9A 
Je - Z ? F 4 ffa-qa)f(uuV2,Ua,) (TI X T 2 ) Z (q : • q2)(q2 • q3) 
+ 2 r 2 ) 2 ( q 2 - q 3 ) c r 1 • (q2 x q x ) + 2 r i > z (q i -q 2 ) c r2 • (q3 x q2) , (134) 
where the function / ( C J I , w2,u;3) containing the pion energy factors from field nor-
malizations and energy denominators for diagrams of type e) is defined as 
f(uUU2,U}3) = 
WiW2W3(Wl +U2)(u>i + LO3)(t02 +LU3) 
LOl L02 + L02 U03 + U>l UJ3 
U)\ U2 UJ3 
(ui + u2) (u2 + LU3) (uf + C J | ) u2 UJI + UJ2 + U3 
LU\ U>2 U)3 UJlU3 U)n 
(135) 
Lastly, diagrams of type f) and h) vanish, since the integrand (in the static limit) is 
an odd function of the loop momentum q1 ; 
J ^1 





(TI x r 2 ) f^^ q2 tof + WiW2 + u2 
•N3LO _ - ^ i _ f q i - q 
- Cro-2 • (qx x q2) 
q2 u>f + ui UJ2 + o>| 
o>i + w 2 
+ 1 ^ 2 . 
Wi +U2 
CsCTi • (qx x q 2 ) 
(o-i •q2)(cr2-q1) ,(137) 
(138) 
We observe that , the one-loop two-body currents have only isovector components. 
The T P E currents of panels a)-e) , are expressed in terms of known LECs, i.e. the 
axial coupling constant gA, and the pion decay amplitude Fn. Thus these currents 
are already fixed by the experimental data, while the remaining one-loop currents 
involve the LECs Cs and CT from the contact interaction vertex. 
In closing, we note that diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 26 are suppressed by 
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FIG. 26: Diagrams illustrating N4LO contributions not included in the present work. 
Only one among the possible time orderings is shown. Notation is as in Fig. 20. 
e Q2. For example, the diagrams of type a) give rise to the following current operator 
e 9 A type a) in Fig. 26 = - ^ r , , 1 ( 2 K 1 + iax x kx }J u\<4 + i 
(139) 
where the momentum Kj is as given in Eq. (103), while those of type b) vanish, 
since they are proportional (Saz r1}b + 6bz n>a - 2 Sab T1JZ) eabc r2)C = (ezbc + ebzc) n i 6 r2,c. 
Therefore, the one-loop two-body current at N3LO is given by the sum of the currents 
of type a)-e), g), and i) 
•N3LO _ -N3LO , =N3LO , ;N 3 LO , -N3LO , ;N 3LO , 5N
3LO , ;N 3 LO 
Jloop — J a + J b + J c " T J d " T J e "+" Jg "+" J i > 
where the individual currents are given in Eq. (130)-(134), (137), and (138). 
(140) 
Recoil Corrections: Cancel lat ions at N 3 L O 
The evaluation of the current operators resulting from the diagrams of Fig. 25, pan-
els d)-e) and g), is carried out by including the recoil corrections of order Q to the 
reducible diagrams shown in Fig. 27 panels a)-c). Again, we do not consider recoil 
corrections arising from pions emitted and reabsorbed by the same nucleon, therefore 
the current jf1 LO , illustrated in panel i) of Fig. 25, is obtained by retaining irreducible 
terms only. Cancellations between reducible and recoil corrected reducible contribu-
tions are also observed at N3LO. As an example, we consider the irreducible and 
reducible diagrams represented in Fig. 25 d) and Fig. 27 a), respectively. We follow 
the procedure adopted in Sec. IV. 1.1, and expand, in the reducible diagrams, the 
energies of the intermediate nucleonic states, which are suppressed by a factor Q/M 
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FIG. 27: Diagrams illustrating the reducible one-loop two-body currents. Only one 
among the possible time orderings is shown. Notation is as in Fig. 20. 
Jd re? associated with the reducible 'box' diagrams then reads 
•N3LO 
Jd , red Mob) F g
 1 *—-JbLO(qi) 
I 
E2 + ir) 
2 — KJVAT(2, q2) V7rNN(2, qi) 14iViv(l, q2) VJnNN(l, qx) ,(141) 
where i**"^) and JbLO(qi) are the OPEP and pion-seagull current operators in the 
static limit defined in Eqs. (39) and (106), respectively. As usual, the V(i, q^) denotes 
the vertex from the interaction Hamiltonian relative to nucleon i and a pion with 
momentum q^, and Ei is the initial energy of the system, while E\ and E2 are the 
energies of the intermediate nucleons. Also we ignore the first term of Eq. (141), 
but retain the second term due to recoil corrections, and add it to the irreducible 




(JOILU2(LO\ + tU2) 
+ Ul\ + LUi L02 
KTJVJV(2, q2) Kr/vAr(2, c\x) VnNN(l, qi) V^^JVJV(1, qi) 
V7rNN(2, qi) VnNN(2, q2) VvNN(l, q2) VlnNN(l, qi).(142) 
LUXUl2(Ui + LU2) 
The first term above comes from the irreducible direct diagrams (in which, with 
reference to Fig. 25 d), pion 1 is absorbed before pion 2), while the second term is 
from the crossed diagrams (in which pion 1 is absorbed after pion 2). Equation (142) 
can be further simplified expressing the product KTAW(2, qi) V^JVJV(2, q2) as 




JdirLr° = f2^^VnNN(2,q3)VnNN(2,ql)VnNN(l,q2)VinNN(l,ti1) • 
f Ujf+UJ^ + UJ1UJ2 
J UJiU2{u\ +U2) 
x [VnNN(2, qi),VnNN(2, <i2)} VnNN{1, q2)VinNN(1, qx) . (144) 
The complete current of type d) is then 
jN3LO = f n u\ + U* + Ui U2 
d J UiU2{U\ +L02) 
x [V„NN(2, q i ) , VwNN(2,q2)]V7TNN(l,q2)V17rNN(l,q1) - h.c. , (145) 
where the h.c. term corresponds to including the diagrams in which the photon hooks 
up to the pion with momentum q2. Note that the recoil corrections exactly cancel the 
first term of Eq. (144), leaving the term proportional to the energy factor associated 
with the crossed diagrams only. We find it interesting that these cancellations are 
also obtained for the current of type e). The latter is again expressed in terms of a 
commutator between the vertices involving nucleon 2 multiplied by the energy factor 
f{w\,u}2,wz), defined in Eq. (135), coming from the crossed diagrams 
jfLO = J 4f(u;1,uj2,uj3)[VnNN(2,q3),VnNN(2,q2)] 
x VirNN(l,q2)VirffN(l,qx)Vr^(qi,(is) - h . c . , (146) 
and it is therefore tempting to conjecture that they persist at higher orders. However, 
this statement has not been proven. 
Renormalization of One-Loop Currents 
The kernels entering the one-loop currents derived in Sec. IV.2.3 need to be regular-
ized because of their divergent behavior at high values of the momentum. We follow 
the dimensional regularization scheme adopted to renormalize the NN potential. We 
consider the currents (involving one and two pions) illustrated in panels a), d), g), 
and i) of Fig. 25. Those in panels b), c), and e) (involving three pions) are discussed 
in Sec. V.l. For them we only derive the corresponding magnetic dipole operators. 
In the expressions for the currents of type a) and d), given in Eqs. (130) and (133), 
respectively, a 5(qi + q2 — k2) and an integration over the momenta qi and q2 are 
implicit. After integrating over one of the momentum, we can rewrite the expressions 
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;N 3 LO 
Jd 
A i e p /(°>(fc2) [2 r2;? <TX x k2 + (TI x r2)2 k2 
-ze Ft 
+ 1 ^ 2 , (147) 
[k\ J<°> (fc2) - J<
2> (k2)] 2 r2,2 <n x k2 + (rx x r 2 ) 2 k2" 
+ 4r 1 , 2 j / ?
2 ) (k 2 ) ( 0 - 2xk 2 ) 7 + 1 ^ 2 . (148) 
The Eqs. (137) and (138) relative to currents of type g) and i) contain a 5(qi + q2 — q) 
and they are rewritten in terms of the kernels as 
;N 3 LO 9 A r ( 2 ) / 2ie^CT(r1 x r 2 ) 2 J ^ ( q ) a u <r2 • q + 1 ^ 2 (149) 
jN3LO = _ 2 i e ^ T u J . ( 2 ) ( q ) [ c s (<n x q ) , - - C r («r2 x q),-] + 1 ^ 2 . (150) 
Insertion of the finite parts of the various kernels in the expressions above gives then 
+ 1 ^ 2 , (151) 
2 r2>2 o-i x k2 + (ri x r 2 ) 2 k2l 
T N
3 LO ^ 4 „ , , . n . , . , 
Ja = ? e o-9 ru g( f c2) 2 r2|2 (Ti X k2 + ( n X T2)2 k2 
8 T T 2 F 4 
TN3LO . 9A n n \ 
87T2Fi 
3 _ 4m2 
4 m2 + kl •K ~ ^ 2 
- 4ri i2cr2 x k2 
TN
3LO . gA G 
+ 1 ^ 2 
J = le 4n2F$ 
(TI x r2)2 G(q) <Ti <r2 • q + 1 ^ 2 , 
2 
T N
3 L O . QA s-1/ \ fs-i ^ \ -, ^ 




and the loop function G is defined in Eq. (73). The divergent parts of the kernels lead 
to renormalization of some of the LECs C[ entering the N3LO contact current, both 
of minimal and non-minimal nature, denned in Eqs. (124) and (273). Specifically, 
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these renormalization constant are given by 
'2 
Joo.a * e 
9l 
8ir2F* \ e + .. 2 T 2 , 2 ( T I x k2 - ( n x r 2 ) 2 k 2 + 1 
•N̂ LO _ • 9A (I 
Joo,b - 2 e 8 7 r 2 F 4 ^ e
+ " 
Joo,c l c 
•N3LO _ • 
Joo,d — z e 
1 / 2 
487r2F4Ve + 
8 ^ ^ 
:N3LO = • 
Joo,e * e 





•N3LO = • g j / 2 
Joo.E
 t e
4 7 r 2 F 2 ^ e J ,g 
:N3LO 
Joo,i c c 
£ /2 
+ 
2T-2,2(TI x (k2 - q) - - ( T I X r 2 ) 2 k 2 
(r i x r 2 ) 2 (ki - k2) , 
r2,zO-i x (6k2 - 4ki) + 3 ( T I X r 2 ) 2 k 2 
+ 1 
b • 
Ti X T 2 ) 2 C r CT2 C7i • q - <7! <72 • q 
CT a2 x q — Cs <T\ x q] + 1 ;=± 2 
+ 1 





+ 1 ^ 2 ^ 1 5 8 ) 
F±' 2 , (159) 
(160) 
(161) 
4 7 r 2 F , 2 V e ^ " " in'z 
where the dots denote finite contributions depending on the renormalization point. 
Although we did not derive the finite expressions for the currents of type b), c), and 
e)—referring to Fig. 25—we remark here that the renormalization procedure is carried 
out by considering the divergent parts of all the one-loop T P E currents illustrated 
in Fig. 25. When combined together, all these divergences can be absorbed by the 
renormalization of the C'^ which is not the case for the individual contributions. We 
can exploit Fierz identities (or the antisymmetry properties of nucleons' states) to 
reduce the spin-isospin structure multiplying the renormalization constants above 
so as to match those entering the contact current at N3LO. In particular, terms 
proportional to {T\ x T 2 ) 2 , can be reduced exploiting the following relation 
( n x r 2 ) 2 (k2 - k 0 = - 2 i e i (1 + a, • <r2)(Ki - K 2 ) + 1 ^ 2 , (162) 
and lead to renormalization of the LECs C'3, C'u, (2C[ — C2) and (2Cg — C12), 
entering Eq. (124). The relations below 
(r2,z 0\ + T1<Z cr2) x q = - ( r M ax + T2J2 er2) x q 
= - f a x T2)Z ax a2 • q - cr2 &\ q 
"ofa-* _ T2^ ^l ~ °"2) x q (163) 
allow one to reduce the q-dependent structures multiplying the renormalization con-
stants, leading to renormalization of C[e, entering Eq. (273). 
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IV.2.4 One-Loop Corrections to Tree-Level Currents 
Contributions in this class are illustrated by the diagrams in Figs. 28 and 29. Before 
listing the formal expressions obtained for these diagrams, we note that diagrams of 
panels a)-d) and m)-r) involve three- and four-pion couplings. The Hamiltonians 
describing these interactions are obtained from the chiral Lagrangians of Ref. [1] 
by including corrections 7r2(x)/F^ in the expansion of D~x factors, where D = 
1 4- 7r2(x)/F^, entering these chiral Lagrangians. The explicit expressions for the 
Hz-nNN and H^ Hamiltonians are given in Appendix A, along with the corresponding 
minimal Hamiltonians Hl3nNN and H^n. The scaling of the vertices implied by these 









TABLE 6: Powers of Q, the small momentum scale, associated with the vertices from 
the strong- and electromagnetic-interaction Hamiltonians of Eqs. (277), (278), (282), 
and (283). 
We express the amplitudes corresponding to diagrams in Figs. 28 and 29 in terms 
of the kernels l\3: (q) and J^ (q), and renormalization constants M^
n\ given in Ap-
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FIG. 28: Diagrams illustrating loop corrections to tree-level two-body currents, no-
tation as in Fig. 20. Only one among the possible time orderings is shown for each 
contribution. 
while diagrams in Fig. 29 give the following amplitudes: 
type m) + type n) 
type o) + type p) 
type q) 
type r) 










= i £ (n x r2)2 7»(q) (k, k,),"
1 I1" ai , k 2 , (175) 
r n wfci U}k2 
_ -NLO 
Jc 
9A M(3) (176) 
where JbLO and j ^ L O are the seagull and pion-in-flight currents of Eqs. (106) 
and (107). The contributions associated with diagrams of type h), i), s), and t) 
vanish, since the integrand is an odd function of the loop momentum p. Contribu-
tions of diagrams d) and f) exactly cancel out. Lastly, diagrams of type g), along 
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FIG. 29: Same as in Fig. 28. 
under consideration in the present study. 
The evaluation of the diagrams in the last row of Figs. 28 and 29 is carried out 
by including recoil corrections to the reducible diagrams of corresponding topology. 
Cancellations occur between the irreducible and these recoil-corrected reducible con-
tributions. This aspect of the calculation is discussed in more detail in Appendix D, 
along with the derivation of the current of type j), for which only a subset of irre-
ducible diagrams is retained in the evaluation of the corresponding amplitude. 
Loop corrections to the LO tree-level current contribute to renormalize the axial 
coupling constant, g^, and the pion mass, mn, entering the LO current operator. 
Specifically, from the expressions listed in Eqs. (164)-(176), it is easily seen that the 
contributions of type a), c), e), k)-l), m)-n), q), and u)-v) lead to further renormal-
ization of gA, while those of type b) and o)-p) renormalize the pion mass, namely 
ml = ml (1 + MM/F2). Thus, both types are accounted for in the renormalized 
seagull, JbLO> and pion-in-flight, j ^ L O , currents. 
Diagrams j) and r) generate form-factor corrections to the nucleon and pion elec-
tromagnetic couplings. The latter follow from the finite parts of the /,•„• and J; 
v V 
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kernels entering Eqs. (170) and (175). These corrections to the electromagnetic cou-
pling of the nucleons are accounted for implicitly, since we use the experimental 
values of the anomalous magnetic moments of the nucleons, and give there form 
factor corrections. 
FIG. 30: Diagrams illustrating N4LO (eQ2) loop corrections to tree-level currents 
not included in the present study, notation as in Fig. 20. 
IV.3 THREE-BODY CURRENTS AT N3LO 
So far we explored the two-nucleon system, and derived the AW interaction as well 
as the two-body electromagnetic current up to N2LO and N3LO, respectively. A 
natural question to ask is whether there are three-body components entering the 
nuclear potential and/or electromagnetic current at the order we are investigating. 
To answer this question, we need to classify the diagrams involving three nucleons 
entering the potential (and current) contributions. 
Consider first the diagrams in panel a) and b) of Fig. 31. These disconnected 
diagrams arise from considering two nucleons interacting via the LO two-body po-
tential derived in Sec. Ill, while the third nucleon acts as a spectator. Following the 
power counting rules established earlier, we find that these diagrams scale as Q~3. 
Similarly, disconnected diagrams involving nucleons interacting via the two-body po-
tential at N2LO scale as Q~l, as can be inferred from panels c) and d) of Fig. 31 
(the dots indicate disconnected diagrams where two nucleons are interacting via the 
remaining TPE contributions to the AW potential). These disconnected three-body 
contributions at Q~3 and Q'1 are accounted for when the two-body potential is used 
to generate the nuclear wave functions of a three-body system. According to the 
power counting scheme, genuine three-body forces occur at Q~l and they are rep-
resented by the diagrams in Fig. 32. We find that the amplitude implied by the 




FIG. 31: Diagrams illustrating disconnected three-body contributions to the NN —> 
NN transition amplitude at order Q~3, panels a) and b), and at order Q"1, panels 
c) and d). Notation as in Fig. 20. 
a) b) 
FIG. 32: Diagrams illustrating the three-body contributions to the NN —> NN 
transition amplitude at order Q_ 1 . Notation as in Fig. 20. Only one of the possible 
time-ordered diagrams is shown. 
the complete set of time-ordered diagrams associated with this amplitude, we find 
that contributions arising from diagrams in panels a), b) and c) are exactly canceled 
by those arising from diagrams in panels d), e) and f), respectively. For example, the 
amplitude implied by the diagram in panel a) is equal to that one associated with 
the diagram in panel d) but for an overall sign. This sign difference follows from the 
Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction associated with nucleon 2 and the exchanged pions 
with momenta qi and q2, and isospin components a and b. The vertex entering 
the diagram in panel a), implied by the Weinberg-Tomozawa Hamiltonian given in 
Eq. (236), has the same structure as that entering the diagram in panel d), but for 
the aforementioned sign 
yW-T(2,qi,q2) |p a n e l a ) = —-}=== eabcr2tC = - ^ W - T ( 2 , qi, q2)|paneld) • (177) 
A similar argument applies to diagrams in panels b)-e) and c)-f) of the same figure. 
Diagrams illustrated in panels b) and c) of Fig. 32 have both reducible and irre-
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a) b) d) e) f) 
FIG. 33: Complete set of time-ordered diagrams for the three-body force illustrated 
in panel a) of Fig. 32. Notation as in Fig. 20. 
exactly cancel out the corresponding irreducible terms, leading to vanishing ampli-
tudes (these cancellations had also be found in [2]). Therefore, at the order we are 
interested in, there are no 'genuine' three-body forces. 
a) b) c) 
FIG. 34: Irreducible, panels a) and c), and reducible, panels b) and d), contributions, 
to the three-body forces illustrated in panels b) and c) of Fig. 32. Notation as in 
Fig. 20. Only one of the possible time-ordered diagrams is shown. 
Having proved that three-body forces do not occur at N2LO, we expect that three-
body currents at N3LO either vanish or they must be transverse to the photon field in 
order to satisfy the continuity equation (see Sec. IV.4). Genuine three-body currents 
occur at e Q~2 and are represented by the diagrams illustrated in Fig. 35. Indeed, 
the three-body currents implied by the amplitudes associated with these diagrams 
vanish, and cancellations occur as discussed for the case of the three-body forces. 
Therefore at N3LO the current operator is completely determined by the one- and 
two-body contributions derived in the present work. 
IV.4 CURRENT CONSERVATION 
In the present formulation, the NN potential and the electromagnetic current oper-







FIG. 35: Diagrams illustrating the three-body contributions to the 'jNN —• 7V7V 
transition amplitude at order e Q~2. Notation as in Fig. 20. Only one of the possible 
time-ordered diagrams is shown. 
corrected reducible contributions in the evaluation of the corresponding transition 
amplitudes. It is important to verify whether this formalism leads to currents which 
are conserved, i.e., we want to verify that the current operator satisfies the continuity 
equation 
q - j = ^ - + / ^ - + - i2 ,p L ° , (178) 
|_ 2 rriN 2 m^ J 
where q is momentum transfer by the external photon, and pLO is the charge operator 
given by 
PL° = P\° p\° = e (ejv.i + eNt2) = e 
1 + T I , . 1 + r, 
+ (179) 
Note that the vertex implied by the charge operator scales as e, therefore the one-
body (disconnected contribution) charge operator scales as eQ~3, and occurs at 
LO. In the xEFT formulation, the current is conserved order by order in the power 
expansion. For example, it is easily verified that the LO current operator satisfies the 
continuity equation with the kinetic energy term of the nuclear Hamiltonian. The 
OPE currents at NLO satisfy the continuity equation with the LO OPE contribution 
to the potential. The N2LO currents arising from relativistic corrections to the LO 
one-body term require the inclusion of these corrections also in the charge operator, 
in order for the continuity equation to be satisfied. We will not discuss them further 
here. 
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b) 
FIG. 36: Diagrams illustrating the reducible, panel a), and irreducible, panel b), 
two-body 'box' potential. Only one among the possible time orderings is shown. 
Notation is as in Fig. 20. 
We have explicitly verified that the N3LO current operators obtained in 
Sees. IV.2.1-TV.2.3—here denoted as j N LO—satisfy the continuity equation with the 
N2LO potential VN2LO derived in Sec. III.l, i.e. 
q j 
N3LO vN2LO,pLO (180) 
Due to the structure of the LO charge operator, isospin independent terms of the 
NN potential generate a vanishing commutator, thus to these terms correspond van-
ishing currents or currents which are orthogonal to the external photon momentum. 
For example, the loop potential of type i) defined in Eq. (68) is isospin independent 
and the corresponding current—Eq. (154)—is transverse. Currents of non-minimal 
nature are by construction transverse, since they are not generated by gauging deriva-
tive couplings in the strong interaction Hamiltonians, but enter via coupling to the 
electromagnetic tensor F^. 
The calculation of the commutator in Eq. (180) is straightforward for the contact 
potential at N2LO, and leads to the conservation of the minimal contact current 
at N3LO. Therefore, we discuss in more detail its evaluation for loop contributions 
which involve reducible diagrams. We illustrate the calculation carried out for the 
currents of type d) and e) of Fig. 25. The potential generated by the 'box' diagrams 
is given in Eq. (59) and reads 
ff(k) = 2 A ;4 J 
u\ + u% UJ2UJ3 
F* J UJ\ u\ (U2 + LJ3) 
2Ti • r2 (q2 • q3)
2 + 3 ( T r ( q 2 x q3) a2 • (q2 x q3)] , 
(181) 
where the integration is carried out on one of the internal momenta. The latter are 
labelled as indicated in Fig. 36, therefore q2 + q3 = k2 = —ki. Evaluation of the 
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commutator of Vf (k) with the charge operator gives 
[ v,(k) ,pL0]= v,(k - q /2) p\° - p\° v,(k - q/2) + 1 S 2 
= -ief(^r2)2/^±|±^(q2.q3f + l . 2 , ( 1 8 2 ) 
where now ki + k2 = q and q2 + q3 = k2, and the isospin structure comes from the 
evaluation of the commutator 
[n - T 2 , r1;2] = 2i ( n x T2)Z . (183) 
Currents of type d) and e) in Fig. 25, combined together, satisfy the continuity 
equation with the 'box' potential. In particular, the l.h.s. of Eq. (178) for the currents 
of type d) given in Eq. (133) and illustrated in Fig. 25 reads 
2 9A [ UJ% + u% + LO2U3 
q-Jd
N3L° = " » e 
/ 
[ (TI X T 2 ) 2 q 2 ( q 2 - q 3 ) 
F* J LJ*LJI(U2+U;3) 
+ 2 r2>2 (q2 • q3) (o"i x q2) + 2 r1)2 q2 a2 • (q3 x q2) • q + 1 ^ 2 ,(184) 
where again momentum conservation requires that ki + k2 = q and q2 + q3 = k2 . 
The l.h.s. of Eq. (180) for the currents of type e) given in Eq. (134) and represented 








14 / ulul(ljQ2 + CO3) ^1^1(^1 + ^2) 
( n x T2)Z (qi • q2)(q2 • qs) + 2r2>2 (q2 • q3) ax • (q2 x qx) 
+2 ri ) 2 (qi • q2) a2 • (q3 x q2) (185) 
where qi = q2 + k i . The factor in the square brackets of the last equation comes 
from the product q • (qi - q3) f{uJi,u>2, u>3), 
q- (qi - q3) / (^ i» ^2, W3) = (Qi ~ Qi) / ( W I , w2, o;3) = (w? - wf) f(uu u2, u3) , (186) 
where f(ui,u>2, w3) defined as in Eq. (135). Combining Eqs. (184)-(185), we obtain 
• 2 g\ [ U)%+LO% + LU2UJ3 
q - ( j d + J e ) = - i e - = 4 - / - 3 - 3 
b-K J W 2 W 3 (o;2 + ^3) 
(TI x r 2 ) 2 (q2 • q 3 ) ' 
+2 r2,2 (q2 • q3) <J\ • (q2 x q3) + 2 T M (q2 • q3) cr2 • (q3 x q2) + 1 ^ 2 . ( 1 8 7 ) 
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Finally, we note that the last two terms of the previous equation vanish. This is 
easily seen by changing q2 —> k2/2 + q2 (implying q3 = k2 /2 — q2), and observing 
that the integrands are odd under q2 —> — q2. Hence we are left with the first term 
which is equal to Eq. (182), showing that the continuity equation is indeed satisfied. 
This proves that the prescription of including recoil corrected reducible contri-
butions to the evaluation of the transition amplitudes leads to conserved currents. 
We note in closing that, if irreducible contributions only are retained in both the 
potential and currents, then the continuity equation is not satisfied. 
IV.5 C U R R E N T S IN C O N F I G U R A T I O N SPACE 
Before we turn our attention to the derivation of the magnetic moment associated 
with the currents derived in the present work, we briefly discuss the regulariza-
tion of the current matrix elements. The calculations of electromagnetic observables 
reported in Sec. VI are carried out in configuration space, and hence configuration-
space representations of the current operators are needed. Those of the one-body 
operators, that is the current at LO, Eq. (104), and the relativistic correction to the 
LO current, Eq. (108), generically denoted as j ^ \ follow from 
j ( i ) ( q )= /" f e
i k l ( r i + r i ) / 2 e ! K l ' ( r i - r i ) 5 ( k ! - q ) j ( 1 )(k! ,K!) , (188) 
while those for the two-body current operators j ^ 2 ^ are derived from 
j ( 2 ) ( q ) = [ ' [ [ [ e i k i - ( r i + r i ) / 2 e i K i - ( r ' , - n ) g i k a - ^ + r a J ^ g t K a - ^ - r a ) 
Jki A 2 JKI JK2 
x £(k! + k2 - q) j ^ k x , k2, K l5 K2) , (189) 
where the momenta kj and Kj are defined as in Eq. (103). In particular, Kj —» 
—zV^(r^—rj), i.e. the configuration-space representation of the momentum operator. 
The equation above for current operators which do not depend explicitly on the 
momenta Kj reduces to 
j<2>(q) = / / e ' ^ e ^ ^ k x + k a - c O ^ ^ k a ) 
iki A 2 
= e
i q R / e i k r j ( 2 ) ( q , k ) , (190) 
Jk 
where 
R = ( r i + r 2 ) / 2 , r = r i - r 2 , (191) 
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are the center-of-mass and relative positions of the two nucleons. 
The current operator needs to be further regularized in order to avoid singularities 
in the current matrix elements. The regularization is accomplished by the insertion 
of a momentum cutoff which we choose to be of the form 
CA(k) = e-
(fc/A)4 , (192) 
to preserve the power counting of the currents. In Sec. VI we will study the sensitivity 




MAGNETIC MOMENT AT N3LO 
The static magnetic moment operator related to a two-body current density J(x) is 
defined as 
/x(R,r) = ^ y " d x [ x x J ( x ) ] , (193) 
where R and r are respectively the center-of-mass and relative positions of the two 
nucleons, defined as in Eq. (191). The operator above can be separated into a term 
dependent on the center-of-mass position of the two particles and one independent 
of it [43, 44], as 
M(R,r) = l R x / d x J ( x ) + / d x ( x - R ) x J(x) (194) 
where, because of translational invariance, J(x) is actually a function of J (x — R, r). 
The first term in the square brackets is referred to as the Sachs moment, //Sachs, and 
using integration by parts 
/ dx Ji(x) = / dx V • [xi J(x)] - / dx Xi V • J(x) , (195) 
it can be rewritten as 
Msachs(R, r) = - ^ x / d x x V • J(x) . (196) 
The Sachs magnetic moment associated with a two-body current distribution is re-
lated to the nuclear potential v^, via the continuity equation, which reads in r-space 
V - J = i [ p , i 7 ] , (197) 
where H is the two-body nuclear Hamiltonian, p is the one-body charge density 
operator introduced in Eq. (179)—there it is expressed in momentum space—and we 
dropped the superscript LO for simplicity. The configuration representation of the 
charge operator reads 
P(x) = e l ^ ^ x - r O + e i ^ ^ x - r a ) . (198) 
Insertion of Eq. (197) into Eq. (196) leads to 
MsachS(R, r) = -i— x / dx x [p(x), vi2] , (199) 
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where we dropped kinetic terms in the Hamiltonian, since they lead to one-body 
components of the magnetic moment operator. This relation is general and inde-
pendent on the nature and form of the nuclear potential i>i2. It indicates that the 
Sachs magnetic moment is uniquely determined by the interaction between the two 
nucleons. In particular, non vanishing terms of the commutator between the charge 
operator and the nuclear interaction are due to components of the potential which 
depend on the momenta of the nucleons and/or on isospin structures which do not 
commute with Ti<z, with i = 1,2. 
The expression given in Eq. (193) can be written equivalently as 
/x (R , r )= - - V , x j(q) (200) 
q = 0 
where j(q) is defined as in Eq. (190), i.e. 
j(q) = / / e j k i r i e l k 2 r 2 5(k 1 + k 2 - q ) j ( k 1 , k 2 ) 
= e i q - R y e
i k - r j ( q , k ) . 
Insertion of the equation above into Eq. (200) leads to 
(201) 
Ai(R,r) = - R x / e i k r j ( 0 , k ) -i / e l k r V , x j ( q , k ) 
Jk A q = 0 
(202) 
Comparing Eq. (202) with Eqs. (194) and (199), we find that the Sachs and the 
translational invariant magnetic moments can be expressed as 
/*saCh8(R,r) = -i— x / dx x [p(x), vl2) = — x / e
ikr j(0,k) , 
M T(R, r) = y*dx (x - R) x J(x) = -
l- f eikr Vg x j(q, k) 
from which their momentum space representations follow as 
MSachs(R,k) = — X j ( 0 , k ) , 





The following sections are dedicated to the derivation of the magnetic moment asso-
ciated with the currents at N3LO discussed in Sec. IV.2. 
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V . l MAGNETIC MOMENTS FROM LOOP CURRENTS 
The one-loop two-body current j^ 0p° illustrated in Fig. 25 generates a magnetic 
moment which consists of Sachs and translationally invariant components: 
N3LO 
Mloop MsTcL + /*TOP (207) 
The Sachs magnetic moment follows from the evaluation of Eq. (199) with the two-
body potential v27r of Eq. (72). The latter can be separate into an isospin independent 
term, VQW, and a term which depends on it, v\* 
^7 r(r) = ^7 r(r) + r 1 - r 2 < ( r ) . 
Insertion of the equation above into Eq. (199) leads to 
1 + n, 
(208) 
i(R,r) = ^f X/dx ^ x - r O . n - r a ^ r ) + 1 
1 
- ^ ( T i X T 2 ) 2 < ( r ) R x r , 
from which the momentum space representation follows as 
/4°a°cPhs(R,k) = - i e ( T l x r 2) zR x V fcur(k) 





WW = 1 
48TT2 Ft 
G(k) 
4 ™ 4 
4m^(l + 4g2A - hg\) + k\l + 1 0 ^ - 23g\) 4 ml + k2 
(211) 
In the equation above the loop function G is defined as in Eq. (73), and the renormal-
ization of the Sachs magnetic moment follows that of the potential. From Eq. (205), 
it is easily seen that the relation in Eq. (210) can be verified by direct evaluation of 
(R/2) x j £ p ° ( q = 0, k). Note that the current of type g) and i)—see Eqs. (153) 
and (154)—do not contribute to the Sachs magnetic moment, since they vanish at 
q = 0. 
The translationally invariant magnetic moment associated with the loop current 
at N3LO is obtained from 
^TO P(k)--^Vgx£i°(q,k) (212) 
q = 0 
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where j^0p° is the current given in Eq. (140). The details of the calculation are given 
in Appendix E, where we find that the translationally invariant magnetic moment 









(Cs &2 — 
Hk) 
kcri • k 
k2 
(213) 
where the functions,Fi(k) are 
F0{k) -1-2& +
 8 9 A ^ 
+ G(k) 
k2 + 4 m2 
4(l + g2A)ml 






k2 + 4ml 
+ G{k) 
\ j 4(l + 3g2A)ml 16 g\ mi 
k2 + 4ml T ( fc 2 + 4m2)2 
(215) 
The magnetic moment ^ ? o p is expressed in Eq. (213) in terms of two simple operato-
rial structures. It is interesting to note that the constant 2 — 6gA in F2(k) would lead 
to a long-range contribution of the type [T2,Z (<XI • V) V + 1 ^ 2 ] 1/r in the magnetic 
moment, which is, however, fictitious in the present context of an effective field the-
ory valid at low momenta—in performing the Fourier transform, the high momentum 
components are suppressed by the cutoff C\(k). 
The total magnetic moment due to j^0p° is finally given by the expressions in 
Eqs. (210) and (213). The LECs entering this operator, namely gA, Fn, Cs, and CT 
are known. In particular, Cs, and CT have been fixed by fitting the N2LO potential 
as discussed in Sec. III.3. 
Currents in xEFT at N3LO have also been derived, using different formalisms, by 
Park et al. in Ref. [4] and, more recently, by Rolling et al. in Ref. [45]. The derivation 
in Ref. [4] is based on covariant perturbation theory and concerns contributions from 
the one-loop corrections. We find two main differences in the structures of the TPE 
magnetic moments. The first one is related to the treatment of the 'box' diagrams, 
panels d) and e) in Fig. 25. In particular, Eqs. (352) and (358) in Appendix E 
result from combining recoil-corrected reducible and irreducible diagrams, leading to 
a magnetic moment which involves ritZ isospin structures. The operator derived in 
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Ref. [4] has also a term proportional to (ri X T<I)Z. The latter would have been present 
also in our operator, had we retained only irreducible diagrams in the evaluation of 
the currents in panel d) and e) of Fig. 25. 
The second difference is that the Sachs term is ignored in Ref. [46]. Of course, it 
vanishes in two-body systems because of its dependence on R. However, in A > 2 
systems the center-of-mass position of a nucleon pair will not generally coincide with 
that of the nucleus, and therefore this term will contribute. 
The derivation in Ref. [45] is carried out within the projection formalism of 
Ref. [3]. The resulting expressions for the TPE currents, the only ones considered by 
the authors of Ref. [45], are in agreement with those we obtained in this work. 
V.2 MAGNETIC MOMENT FROM CONTACT A N D TREE-LEVEL 
CURRENTS 
We start off by considering the magnetic moments due to the contact current of 
minimal nature JCTTY* g i v e n m Eq. (124). Again, we can separate the magnetic 
moment operator into Sachs ^Ichs and translationally invariant ^tT '
m terms 
^ C T ' m = /4Tchs + V?'m • (216) 
The Sachs moment is given by 
/ ^ h s ( R , r) = -i * x | d x x [p(x), v™ + v™] (217) 
where the momentum space expressions of the contact potentials vCT2 and VpT2 are 
given in Eqs. (42) and (98), respectively. Non vanishing terms of the commutator 
entering the definition of Sachs moment arise from contributions to the contact po-
tential which depend on the momenta of the two nucleons. Specifically, insertion of 
the explicit expression of the charge operator p into Eq. (217) leads to 
/*s£hs(R-. r) = ~ie eN}1 - x [ n , v
CT2 + v%T2} + 1 ^ 2 
" T 1 + - 2 - , R x R, v-
CT2 
ieTl--T2'z-Rx T,VCT2 + V™ (218) 
4 2 
The equation above can be verified by evaluating (R/2) x JCT7°( (1 = 0), as indicated 
in Eqs. (203) and (205). The P-dependent contact potential VpT2 is expressed in 
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terms the five LECs C* listed in Eq. (99). This contact contribution to the potential 
has been identified with boosts corrections to the LO contact potential and, as shown 
in Eq. (218), is responsible for part of the Sachs magnetic moment. In the first set 
of calculations presented later in this work, we have neglected contributions due to 
VpT2 (C* = 0) and taken /ig^hs to be given in momentum space by 
/ i £ t a ( R , k , K ) = ^ ^
T 2 ' z R x [ 2 ( C 2 + C 4 ( T r < 7 2 ) K - i C 5 ^ x k 
+ C7 {<TX (T2 • K + O"! • K <72)1 . (219) 
It is determined by C2, C4, C5, and CV, i.e. by the LECs of the momentum-dependent 
terms in vCT2 which do not commute with the charge operator. These LECs are 
known from the phase-shifts analysis reported in Sec. III.3. 
The translationally invariant component of the magnetic moment is obtained by 
direct evaluation of Eq. (206) with the contact current given in Eq. (124). Note that 
only the terms proportional to C'4, C5, and C6 of the current JCT7° contribute to the 
translationally invariant magnetic moment. Specifically, we find 
H?'m = -l(C'4 + C'5)(<T1+a2), (220) 
where we have used the relation C6 = — C'5 implied by C* = 0, and have dropped a 
term proportional to (ri)Z + T2;2) (<TI + <T2), since it vanishes when acting on antisym-
metric two-nucleons states. 
Finally, there is a contribution to the magnetic moment due to the contact current 
of non-minimal nature, that is jcT7,mn given in Eq. (273). This current is transverse 
to the photon momentum, therefore the corresponding magnetic moment consists of 
the translationally invariant contribution only, and is obtained by direct evaluation 
of Eq. (206), 
M?T'nm = ~eC[5 (<n + <r2) - eC[6 ( r M - r2,2) {cr, - <r2) . (221) 
The translationally invariant term due to minimal and non minimal contact cur-
rents is determined by two independent LECs, one of which multiplies an isoscalar 
structure, while the other multiplies an isovector structure 
/x?T = ^ T ' m + / i?T 'n m = -e Df fo + <r2) - e DX ( T M - r2,2) (<n - <r2),(222) 
where D\ = C[5 + (C'4 + C'5)/2, and D
v = C[6. 
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The complete expression of the magnetic moment due to the contact currents at 
N3LO is given by the Sachs contribution of Eq. (219), plus the translationally invari-
ant terms above. The Sachs term is completely determined by the LECs entering 
the contact potential at N2LO, while the translationally invariant term involves two 
additional unknown LECs. 
At N3LO, there is an additional contribution to the magnetic operator due to the 
tree-level current jfre^° given in Eq. (126). This current generates a translationally 
invariant moment which reads 
tree _ 9A_ 
VT ~eF2 (d% r2,z + dg n • r2) k - d'2l ( n x r 2 ) 2 ( r i x k 
cr2 • k 
k2 + ml 
1 ^ 2 , (223) 




In this work we derived a nuclear chiral potential up to order Q2 and consistent 
electromagnetic currents up to e Q. The contributions entering the nuclear potential 
are summarized in Fig. 7. It depends on nine LECs—namely Cs, CT, and C, with 
i = 1 , . . . , 7—associated with four-nucleon contact interactions. These LECs have 
been fixed by fitting np S- and P-wave phase shifts up to 100 MeV energies in the 
lab frame. The values obtained from the fits are reported in Table 4 for cutoffs A in 
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FIG. 37: Diagrams illustrating the electromagnetic currents up to N3LO. Only one 
among the possible time orderings is shown. Notation as in Fig. 20. 
The contributions to the electromagnetic current operator are summarized in 
Fig. 37. The LO (eQ~2) term, Eq. (104), results from the coupling of the exter-
nal photon field to the individual nucleons. It consists of the standard convection 
and spin-magnetization currents of the nucleon. The NLO term involves seagull, 
Eq. (106), and in-flight, Eq. (107), contributions associated with OPE. The N2LO 
term, Eq. (108), represents the {Q/rrtj^)2 relativistic correction to the LO one-body 
current. In what follows, we denote this last contribution with N2LO(RC) as indi-
cated in the figure. The LO and N2LO currents have both isoscalar and isovector 
components, while the OPE currents are purely isovector. 
The contributions at N3LO are also shown in Fig. 37, where the last diagram rep-
resents contact currents of'minimal', Eq. (124), and 'non-minimal' nature, Eq. (125), 
derived in Sec. IV.2.1. The former involve LECs which are related to those entering 





unconstrained by the strong interaction. 
The next to last diagram of Fig. 37 represents the tree-level OPE current involv-
ing the electromagnetic Hamiltonian H!yJNN of order eQ
2 at the vertex indicated 
by a full circle. The explicit expression for this current is given in Eq. (126), and 
it involves LECs multiplying both isoscalar and isovector structures. The remain-
ing diagrams represent TPE currents at one loop, discussed in Sec. IV.2.3. These 
have only isovector components, as can be inferred from their expressions given in 
Eqs. (130)-(134) and Eqs. (137)-(138). 
In what follows, we present calculations of reactions induced by the magnetic 
moment operator /x associated with these currents. The LO and N2LO(RC) one-
body magnetic moment operators are completely determined by the experimental 
values of the proton and neutron magnetic moments, respectively +2.793 and -1.913 
in units of nuclear magnetons (n.m.). The NLO contribution involves the axial 
coupling constant g^, and the pion decay amplitude Fv, for which we adopt the 
values listed in Table 3. 
The two-body magnetic moment operator associated with the N3LO currents has 
been derived in Chapter V. It has been separated into the Sachs' contribution, which 
is uniquely determined by the xEFT potential at order Q2, and a translationally 
invariant contribution. In particular, the Sachs magnetic moment due to the TPE 
current, Eq. (210), as well as contact currents of 'minimal' nature, Eq. (219), reads 
N 3LO _ loop CT 
/^Sachs — A^Sachs ' P'Sachs 
= -\e ( n x r2)zR x Vfcv?{k) + -^
z ~ T2 'ZR 
x 2 (C2 + C4o-i • o-2) K - iC5 °1±^1 x k 
+ C7(ffiff2-K + ffi-K(72) (224) 
where v2n(k) is the isospin-dependent part of the TPE chiral potential at order Q2 
given in Eq. (211), and C2, C4, C5, and C7 are LECs entering the contact potential 
at order Q2. 
Currents at N3LO with pion loops generate a translationally invariant magnetic 
moment which involves only known LECs, namely gA, F^, Cs, and CT- We report 
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here its expression 
loop ^ 9 A 





+ ^ f f e 7 - 2 , a ( C s o - 2 - C T < T 1 ) + 1 ^ 2 , (225) 
where the loop function G is defined as in Eq. (73), and Fo and F2 are given in 
Eqs. (214) and (215), respectively. In the remainder of this chapter we denote with 
N3LO(S-L) the contributions to the magnetic moment operator due to the Sachs 
term of Eq. (224) and to the transitionally invariant component generated by the 
one-loop TPE currents of Eq. (225). Note that the N3LO(S-L) operator has only 
isovector components and involves known LECs. 
Unknown LECs enter the translationally invariant component due to the contact 
currents of 'minimal' and 'non-minimal' nature and to the tree-level current at N3LO. 
The explicit expressions of the resulting magnetic moment operators due to these 






~ d'2l (T 
>?<ri-eZ^(Ti)2 ' - r 2 , 2 )<r 1 + 1 ^ 2 
K T2,g + d'9 n - r 2 ) k 
i x T2)zcri x k 
<7o • k 
+ 1 ^ 2 
k2 + ml 
(227) 
where Df, D\', d'%, dg, and d'2X are the remaining unknown LECs to be determined 
below. In the following we will refer to the terms in Eqs. (226) and (227) collectively 
as N3LO(LECs). We also recall that there are no three-body contributions to the 
magnetic moment operator occurring at N3LO. 
In what follows, we present calculations of the magnetic moments of A = 2 and 
3 nuclei and cross sections for radiative capture reactions in A — 2-4 systems. The 
latter involve matrix elements induced by the magnetic moment operator. We will not 
derive here the explicit expressions for the cross sections, we will instead extensively 
refer to the derivations and calculational techniques adopted in Refs. [7, 8, 24]. 
In the next section, we complete the derivation of the the magnetic moment 
operator by fixing the LECs entering the N3LO(LECs) contribution. Predictions 
obtained with the resulting operator are discussed in Sec. VI.2. 
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VI. l M l OBSERVABLES IN .4=2-4 SYSTEMS: FIXING THE LECS 
The calculations presented here are carried out in the hybrid approach, that is by eval-
uating the matrix elements of the xEFT magnetic moment (Ml) operator between 
nuclear wave functions obtained from realistic potentials. Nuclear wave functions 
generated from the xEFT potential derived in Chapter III are not available at the 
moment. It would be certainly interesting to perform fully consistent calculations 
where both the nuclear interaction and electromagnetic currents are obtained within 
the same xEFT theoretical framework. Nevertheless, the hybrid approach has been 
widely exploited to study electroweak reactions in light nuclei [4, 46, 47]. It is un-
clear at this stage whether the inconsistency between the short-range behavior of the 
realistic potential and that of the xEFT currents, intrinsic to hybrid calculations, is 
only a conceptual issue of little numerical importance. 
In order to have a realistic estimate of the model dependence of the results, 
we use wave functions corresponding to two different nuclear Hamiltonians. The 
wave functions for A=2 are derived from solutions of the Schrodinger equation with 
the Argonne v18 (AV18) [11] or chiral N
3LO (N3LO) [12] two-nucleon potentials. 
Both these nuclear models describe the long-range component of the NN interaction 
via OPE. At intermediate and short distances, the AV18 model parametrizes the 
radial dependence of the AW interaction in terms of functions of two-pion-range and 
shorter-range, whose strengths are adjusted to fit the WW data. It fits the np and pp 
phase-shifts up to ~ 350 MeV with a x2 P e r datum close to 1. The N3LO potential 
is derived within a xEFT formulation with pions and nucleons up to order Q4. It 
involves 24 free parameters (LECs), which are fixed so as to reproduce np and pp 
scattering phase-shifts up to ~ 290 MeV with a x2 P e r datum also close to 1. 
Wave functions for .4=3 and 4 nuclei are obtained from a Hamiltonian including, 
in addition to the AV18 or N3LO two-nucleon, also a three-nucleon potential, the 
Urbana-IX (UIX) [13] or the N2LO (N2LO) [14] model. The former describes the 
three-nucleon potential in terms of a TPE three-nucleon term involving the exci-
tation of an intermediate A-resonance and a short-range term. Their strengths are 
adjusted to reproduce the triton binding energy and the saturation density of nuclear 
matter. The N2LO three-nucleon interaction is derived in a xEFT framework and 
it is expressed in terms of two LECs which are constrained by reproducing the bind-
ing energies of A = 3 nuclei and triton (3 decay. The AV18/UIX and N3LO/N2LO 
Hamiltonians provide an excellent description of three- and four-nucleon bound and 
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scattering state properties, including binding energies, radii, and effective range ex-
pansions [48]. 
The operators in Eqs. (224)-(227), as well as those at NLO, need to be regularized. 
We accomplish this by including a cutoff C^{k) = exp(—/c4/A4), as discussed in 
Sec. IV.5, and we study the sensitivity of the results with respect to variations of 
A in the range between 500 MeV and 700 MeV. Thus, C\(k) removes momenta k 
larger than (3-4) m, in a theory retaining up to TPE mechanisms, and whose regime 



















TABLE 7: Cumulative LO and N2LO(RC) contributions to the deuteron magnetic 
moment (isoscalar combination of the trinucleons magnetic moments) obtained with 
the AV18 (AV18/UIX) and N3LO (N3LO/N2LO) potential models. 
We now turn our attention to the determination of the LECs Df, D\, d$, dg, 
and c?2i entering the N3LO(LECs) Ml operator. As already discussed in Sec. IV.1, 
the d[ could be fitted to pion photoproduction data on a single nucleon or related 
to hadronic coupling constants by resonance saturation arguments (although g^NN 
and gPNN are rather poorly known). This latter procedure is used in a series of 
hybrid calculations, based on the Ml operators derived in Ref. [4], of the np, nd, 
and ro3He radiative captures, and magnetic moments of A=2 and 3 nuclei [4, 46]. 
Here, however, we assume dl^/d^ = 1/4 as suggested by the A-resonance saturation 
mechanism, and rely on nuclear data to constrain the remaining LECs. 
With the additional constraint provided by the resonance saturation argument, 
the number of unknown LECs is reduced to four. Two of these LECs, namely Df 
and Z)f = d'Q, multiply isoscalar structures, while the remaining two, that is D\ and 
D\ = d'2l = dg/4, are related to the isovector component of the N
3LO(LECs) Ml 
operator. We fix these LECs by reproducing the experimental values of two isoscalar 
observables, i.e. the deuteron and the isoscalar combination of the trinucleon Mi's, 
and two isovector observables, i.e. the isovector combination of the trinucleon Mi's 














TABLE 8: Adimensional values of the isoscalar LECs corresponding to cutoff pa-
rameters A in the range 500-700 MeV obtained for the AV18/UIX (N3LO/N2LO) 









































TABLE 9: Cumulative LO, NLO, N2LO(RC), N3LO(S-L) contributions to the isovec-
tor combination of the trinucleons magnetic moments obtained with the AV18/UIX 
and N3LO/N2LO potential models. 
The deuteron has total isospin T = 0, while 3He and 3H are (almost) pure T = 1/2 
states, with isospin projection Tz = +1/2 and —1/2, respectively. The isoscalar 
combination of the trinucleon magnetic moments is defined as 
AiS(3He/3H) = ^[/i(3He) + M3H)] , (228) 
where ^(3He) and A*(3H) are the helium and triton Mi's. As already mentioned, only 
the one-body LO and N2LO(RC) Ml operators contribute to isoscalar observables. In 
Table 7 we list the experimental value of /id [//s(3He/3H)], along with the cumulative 
LO and N2LO(RC) contributions obtained with the AV18 and N3LO (AV18/UIX 
and N3LO/N2LO) nuclear models. In both cases, the N2LO(RC) correction has 
opposite sign with respect to the LO contribution, so that its inclusion increases the 
differences between the measured and calculated values. This {Q/m^)2 corrections 
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are (in magnitude) about 1% of the LO contributions. These isoscalar observables 
present a rather weak dependence on the Hamiltonian utilized to generate the nuclear 
wave functions. 
The LECs Df, and D§ entering the N3LO(LECs) isoscalar Ml operator are ob-
tained by fitting the experimental values of /id, and /x5(3He/3H) listed in Table 7. In 
Table 8 we report the values of these LECs given in units of powers of A, i.e. we 








































TABLE 10: Cumulative LO, NLO, N2LO(RC), N3LO(S-L) contributions to the 
cross section for the radiative capture of thermal neutron on proton obtained with 
the AV18/UIX and N3LO/N2LO potential models. The experimental value from 
Ref. [49]. 
Next, we consider the isovector observables. The isovector combination of the 
trinucleon magnetic moments is given by 
/,v(3He/3H) = \ [M3He) - /,(3H)] . (229) 
The cumulative contributions up to N3LO(S-L) correction included are reported in 
Table 9. We note that also in this case the RC correction at N2LO has opposite sign 
with respect to the LO contribution. The NLO correction has the same sign as the 
LO term, while the N3LO(S-L) has opposite sign. 
The last isovector observable considered to determine the LECs is the cross section 
for the radiative capture of thermal neutrons on protons (cr̂  ). At these low energies, 
the np —> G?7 reaction occurs entirely through the 15'o scattering state, to allow the 
colliding proton and neutron to come close enough to be able to fuse. Since the 
initial scattering state is characterized by isospin T = 1 this process occurs via the 
isovector component of the Ml operator. The Sachs component of the N3LO(S-L) 
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A d\ d\ 
500 -11.3 (-11.4) 5.18 (5.82) 
600 -12.9 (-23.3) 6.55 (6.85) 
700 -1.70 (-46.2) 8.24 (8.27) 
TABLE 11: Adimensional values of the isovector LECs corresponding to cutoff pa-
rameters A in the range 500-700 MeV obtained for the AV18/UIX (N3LO/N2LO) 
Hamiltonian. See text for explanation. 
Ml operator does not contribute to the np cross section, since it vanishes in A — 2 
systems. 
The cross section associated to this process is given by [24] 
a ^ = (47r)2a0 \Ml{
xSQ)\\ (230) 
where a0 is defined as 
Znv 1 + q/rrid 
Here a is the fine-structure constant, m^ is the deuteron mass and v is the np relative 
velocity. In Table 10 we list the cumulative contributions to the np cross section. 
The largest contribution to the cross section is given by the LO term. The OPE Ml 
contribution at NLO has the same sign as the LO one, while both the N2LO(RC) 
and N3LO(S-L) have opposite sign. 
The LECs D\ and D% are obtained by reproducing the experimental <r% and 
/iv(3He/3H) given in Tables 9 and 10. The values obtained from this fit are listed in 
Table 11, where again we have denned Dj = d\/'A4 and D% = d%/A2. 
The analysis reported in this section is summarized in Fig. 38 where we show 
results obtained by including cumulatively the contributions at LO, NLO, N2LO(RC), 
and N3LO(S-L) for /xd and /i
S(3He/3H) (left panels), and for a^p and //
v(3He/3H) 
(right panels). The band represents the spread in the calculated values corresponding 
to the two Hamiltonian models considered here (AV18/UIX and N3LO/N2LO). The 
sensitivity to short-range mechanisms (effective at internucleon separations less than 
~ (2m7r)~
1) as encoded in the cutoff C\(k) and in the rather different short-range 
behaviors of the adopted potentials, remains quite weak for all observables. Of 
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FIG. 38: Results for the deuteron and trinucleon isoscalar and isovector magnetic 
moments, and np radiative capture, obtained by including cumulatively the LO, 
NLO, N2LO, and N3LO(S-L) contributions. See text for discussion. 
in Tables 8 and 11 reproduces the experimental data represented by the black band 
(to accommodate errors, although these are negligible in the present case). We 
observed that, the dominant contribution to the calculated Mi's and np cross section 
is provided by the LO Ml term. 
VI.2 RADIATIVE C A P T U R E S ON D E U T E R O N A N D 3 HE 
Neutron and proton radiative captures on 2H, 3H and 3He are particularly challenging 
from the standpoint of nuclear few-body theory. This can be appreciated by compar-
ing the measured values for the cross sections of thermal neutron radiative capture on 
XH, 2H, 3He. Their respective values in mb are: (332.6±0.7) [49], (0.508±0.015) [50], 
and (0.055 ±0.003) [51]. Thus, in going from A=2 to 4 the cross section has dropped 
by almost four orders of magnitude. As discussed in the previous section, these pro-
cesses are induced by M l transitions between the initial two-cluster state in relative 
S-wave and the final bound state. The 3H and 4He wave functions, respectively \&3 
and ^4, are approximately eigenfunctions of the LO one-body Ml operator / iL O , 
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namely }jq ^3 ~ fJ.p^3 and /J^ ^4 ^ 0, where /ip=2.793 n.m. is the proton magnetic 
moment—the experimental value of the 3H magnetic moment is 2.979 n.m, while 
4He has no magnetic moment. These relations would be exact, if the 3H and 4He 
wave functions were to consist of the symmetric S-wave term only. In fact, tensor 
components in the nuclear potentials generate significant D-state admixtures, that 
partially spoil this eigenstate property. To the extent that it is approximately satis-
fied, though, the matrix elements (^3 | fj^° | ^1+2) and (^4 | /J^° | ^1+3) vanish due to 
orthogonality between the initial and final states. This orthogonality argument fails 
in the case of the deuteron, since then fJ^°^2 — (nP — A O 4>2{S) Xo^o > where XMS 
and ifa are two-nucleon spin and isospin states, respectively. The M l operator can 
therefore connect the large S-wave component faiS) of the deuteron to the T=\ 1So 
n-p scattering state—the orthogonality between the latter and the deuteron follows 
from the orthogonality between their respective spin-isospin states. 
This suppression at LO has two main consequences. The first is that the n-d, p-d, 
n-3He, and p-3H radiative (as well as p-3He weak) captures are very sensitive to small 
components in the wave functions, particularly the D-state admixtures generated by 
tensor forces. The second consequence is that these observables are sensitive to 
many-body terms in the electromagnetic (and weak) current operator. 
There have been in the past several calculations of these processes in the conven-
tional framework—referred to as the standard nuclear physics approach (SNPA)— 
see [10] and references therein. In the recent study of Ref. [9], the electromag-
netic current operator includes, in addition to the standard convection and spin-
magnetization terms of individual protons and neutrons, also two- and three-body 
terms, constructed from, respectively, the two- and three-nucleon potentials so as to 
satisfy exactly current conservation with them. The method by which this is achieved 
has been improved over the years [52], and its latest implementation is discussed at 
length in Ref. [9]. It is not unique, since the continuity equation relation puts no con-
straints on the transverse component of the current. Nevertheless, it does generate 
two- and three-body terms, whose behavior, particularly at short range, is consistent 
with that of the corresponding potentials. This behavior in the latter is ultimately 
"determined" by reproducing a set of experimental two- and three-nucleon scattering 
data and binding energies. 
The SNPA currents have been shown to provide a very satisfactory description 
of a wide variety of electronuclear properties [7, 8, 9, 53, 54]. Indeed, we show below 
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a set of up-to-date predictions for the observables of interest here. 
Having fully constrained the xEFT Ml operator derived in the present work up to 
N3LO, we are now in a position to present predictions for the nd and n3He radiative 
capture cross sections, denoted as a^d and cr^3He, and the photon circular polarization 
















































TABLE 12: Cumulative contributions to the cross section a^d and photon polar-
ization parameter Rc of the reaction
 2H(n,7)3H at thermal energies, obtained with 
the AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model and cutoff values in the range 500-700 MeV. The 
experimental values for a^d and Rc are from Ref. [50] and Ref. [55], respectively. 
The 2H(n, 7)3H reaction at thermal energies proceeds through S-wave capture 
predominantly via Ml transitions from the initial doublet 2Si/2 and quartet
 45,3/2 
n-d scattering states to the final Jn = ( l /2 ) + state. In addition, there is a small 
contribution due to an electric quadrupole transition from the initial quartet state. 
We adopt here the notation and conventions of Ref. [8] and define 
m22 = Mx 
0 1/2 1/2 
mte = M1 
0 3/2 3/2 _ pO 3/2 3/2 
e44 — iL2 
(232) 
where M[SJ and E\SJ are the reduced matrix elements (RME's) of the magnetic 
and electric multipole operators of order £, normalized as in Eq. (6.3) of Ref. [8]. In 






2) , (233) 
9 vrei 4 m
2
N 
where a = e2/(47r) is the fine structure constant, vre\ is the d-n relative velocity, 
q is the energy of the emitted 7 ray, and m v̂ is the nucleon mass. Similarly, the 
circular polarization P r resulting from S-wave capture of a neutron polarized along 
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the direction P„ is proportional to the parameter Rc [8], i.e. Pr = RcPn • Q, where 
Rr = — 7 T 1 -
(7/2)|m44|
2 + \/8Re(m22m*u) 
\m22 P 4 4
2 + e44 
(5/2)|e44|




In Table 12 we list the cumulative contributions to the nd cross section and 
the Rc parameter obtained with the AV18/UIX nuclear model only. As we have 
already mentioned, this reaction is dominated by many-body components in the 
current operator. This trend is confirmed here, in fact the LO contribution to the 
total cross section is only about ~ 44% of the measured value. The NLO correction 
adds up to the LO contribution, while the N2LO(RC) and N3LO(S-L) corrections 
have opposite sign. We also note that the N3LO(LECs) correction is of the same 
order as the correction occurring at NLO. The calculated cross section is in excellent 
agreement with the experimental data and shows a negligible cutoff dependence. The 

















































TABLE 13: Cumulative contributions to the cross section cr^ue °^ ^ n e r e a c t ion 
3He(n,7)4H at thermal energies, obtained with the AV18/UIX and N3LO/N2LO 
Hamiltonian models and cutoff values in the range 500-700 MeV. The experimental 
values for cr73H is from [51]. 
The n3He—>4He 7 process involves a transition from an initial n-3He 3S'1 scat-
tering state to the final J" = 0+ 4He ground state, and therefore is purely Ml. In 
Table 13 we show the cumulative contributions to the cross section obtained with the 
AV18/UIX and N3LO/N2LO models. The LO contribution provides only ~ 18% of 
the calculated cross section. We note that the matrix element at NLO is of opposite 
sign and twice as large (in magnitude) compared to that at LO, hence cr^3He(LO) 
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and cr^3He(L0 + NLO) are about the same. The N
2LO and N3LO(S-L) corrections 
exhibit the same pattern discussed for the nd cross section. Due to the significant 
suppression at LO, the contributions at LO, NLO and N3LO(LECs) are of the same 
order. 
The discussion above is summarized in Fig. 39 where we show the predictions ob-
tained with the xEFT Ml operator derived in the present work. The experimental 
data (black bands) are from Ref. [50] for nd and Ref. [51] for n3He. In the right 
panel, the band represents the spread in the calculated values corresponding to the 
AV18/UIX and N3LO/N2LO models. Results obtained with the complete N3LO 
operator are shown by the orange band labeled N3LO(LECs), and are in very sat-
isfactory agreement with data. Their sensitivity to the cutoff is negligible (~ 10%) 
for the nd (n3He) capture. These processes are strongly suppressed at LO: the cal-
culated <7^d(L0) and cr^3He(LO) are less than half and a factor of five smaller than 
the measured values. For both nd and n3He, the N2LO and N3LO(S-L) corrections 
exhibit the same pattern discussed in connection with Fig. 38. The N3LO(LECs) 
contributions are large and crucially important for bringing theory into agreement 
with experiment. 
In Fig. 39 we also show results obtained in the conventional SNPA with the 
AV18/UIX Hamiltonian model. In the left panel of Fig. 39 we indicate with the green 
squared labeled SNPA the calculated 2H(n,7)3H cross section obtained in Ref. [9]. 
The pink triangle labeled SNPA(RC) denotes the result obtained by including the RC 
to the LO one-body current operator (i.e., the xEFT N2LO operator). This contri-
bution had been neglected in all previous SNPA studies of electronuclear properties. 
The SNPA(RC) result is in agreement with the experimental data (and the xEFT 
predictions). In the right panel of Fig. 39 the green square indicates the calculated 
3He(n, 7)4He cross section obtained with the latest generation of nuclear wave func-
tions and the currents of Refs. [7, 8, 9]. With these new set of wave functions, the 
SNPA formulation overpredicts the experimental cross section by ~ 14% (as opposed 
to ~ 60% as found in [7]). The addition of the RC correction leads to the result 
labeled SNPA(RC), which is 25% smaller relative to the experimental data. 
Song et al. (2009) [46] and Lazauskas et al. [46] have reported values for the nd 
and n3He capture cross sections about 6% and 15% smaller than measured, with a 
significantly larger sensitivity (estimated at ~ 15% for both processes) to the cutoff. 
These calculations are based on the Ml operator derived in [4], which differs from 
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the N3LO Ml operator constructed here (see discussion in Sec. V.l). Furthermore, 
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FIG. 39: Results for cr^d (left top panel), o"^3He (right top panel), and Rc (left bottom 
panel), obtained by including cumulatively the LO, NLO, N2LO, N3LO(S-L), and 
N3LO(LECs) contributions. Also shown are predictions obtained in the standard 
nuclear physics approach (square labeled SNPA and triangle labeled SNPA(RC)). 
See text for discussion. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis we have derived a two-body nuclear potential and consistent two-
body electromagnetic currents in a xEFT framework, in which pions and nucleons 
are retained as explicit degrees of freedom. The potential includes up to order Q2 
(N2LO) terms in the chiral expansion. At LO, it consists of OPEP plus a contact 
term which depends on two LECs, and at N2LO, it is described in terms of TPE 
and contact interactions. The latter involve seven additional LECs. The LECs at 
LO and N2LO have been fixed by fitting the np S- and P-wave phase shifts up to 
100 MeV energies in the lab frame. The Hamiltonians involving two gradients acting 
on the nucleons' field generate contributions which depend on the center-of-mass 
momentum of the two nucleons. These terms represent boost corrections to the LO 
contact potential [40]. They vanish in two-body systems, however, they must be 
taken into account in ^EFT calculations of nuclei with mass number A > 2. 
The current operator has been derived up to order eQ (N3LO). The LO contri-
bution is given by the one-body operator originating from the convection and spin 
magnetization terms of the individual nucleons. The first correction to this picture, 
in which the external photon interacts individually with the nucleus' constituents, is 
represented by the OPE currents. The N2LO contribution consists of a relativistic 
correction to the (one-body) LO current. Some of the N3LO contributions are gener-
ated by TPE and loop corrections to the (tree-level) OPE currents. The remaining 
ones arise from a tree-level current involving a 'non-minimal' electromagnetic interac-
tion Hamiltonian of order eQ2, and contact currents of 'minimal' and 'non-minimal' 
nature. The N3LO electromagnetic current operator involve LECs which have been 
constrained by fits to the phase shifts, and additional LECs have been determined 
by reproducing electromagnetic observables as specified below. 
The derivation of the potential and currents has been carried out in TOPT with 
the additional prescription of including recoil-corrected reducible contributions along 
with the irreducible ones. This method leads to N3LO currents which satisfy the 
continuity with the N2LO chiral potential. We have also shown that there are no 
three-nucleon potentials entering at N2LO, as well as no three-body electromagnetic 
currents at N3LO. Several aspects of the derivation have been discussed in detail, 
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including a comparison with previous derivations using different formalisms. In par-
ticular, we have found that the formalism defined in the present work and the unitary 
transformation method utilized by Epelbaum et al. [3] and Koelling et al. [45] lead 
to results which are in agreement with each other. The TPE currents have also been 
derived in covariant perturbation theory by Park and collaborators in Ref. [4]. The 
authors retained only irreducible contributions in the evaluation of the transition 
amplitude, and their results are different from those obtained in this work. 
The N3LO electromagnetic current operator has been utilized to study low-energy 
electromagnetic transitions induced by the magnetic dipole (Ml) operator. The 
matrix elements of the Ml operator have been evaluated by using accurate wave 
functions obtained from the AV18/UIX [11, 13] or N3LO/N2LO [12, 14] realistic 
Hamiltonian models. The Ml operators have been regularized via a momentum 
cutoff A and the sensitivity of the calculated observables with respect to variations 
of A in the range of 500-700 MeV has been analyzed. We have considered the Mi's 
of A — 2 and 3 nuclei, and the cross sections for the radiative capture of thermal 
neutrons on p, d, and 3He. The experimental values for the Mi's and cross section of 
the 1H(n,7)2H reaction have been utilized to completely constraint the Ml operator 
at N3LO. The latter involves LECs which, as mentioned before, are not determined by 
the fits of the chiral potential to the AW scattering data. Predictions obtained with 
this (fully constrained) Ml operator for the 2H(n,7)3H cross section are in excellent 
agreement with the experimental data, and show a negligible cutoff dependence. The 
3He(n,7)4He cross section exhibits a ~ 5% (~ 15%) variation with the AV18/UIX 
(N3LO/N2LO) model, as the cutoff is varied from 500 to 700 MeV, but it is still in 
good agreement with the experimental datum. These processes are highly suppressed 
at LO, in particular, the calculated 2H(ra,7)3H and 3He(n,7)4He cross sections provide 
only about ~ 44% and ~ 18% of the measured values. The contributions at N3LO 
are found to be large, and indeed the contact currents are crucial for reproducing the 
experimental data. 
We have compared the results obtained with the chiral Ml operator with those 
obtained with the SNPA currents used in Refs. [7, 8, 9]. The SNPA current operator 
includes, in addition to the one-body term also present in the chiral current at LO, 
also two- and three-body current constructed so as to satisfy the continuity equation 
with the AV18 two- and UIX three-nucleon potentials, respectively. The 2H(n,7)3H 
cross section obtained with the SNPA currents overpredicts the experimental data 
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by ~ 10%, and the inclusion of the relativistic correction to the one-body current 
operator (i.e. the N2LO current), brings the SNPA prediction in agreement with the 
experimental data. The cross section of the 3He(n,7)4He reaction calculated with 
the SNPA currents (SNAP currents plus N2LO relativistic correction) overpredicts 
(underpredicts) the experimental data by ~ 10% (~ 25%). This relativistic correc-
tion had been neglected in previous SNPA studies of radiative captures. Due to the 
suppression of the leading one-body contribution, it plays an important role in these 
observables. 
The work presented in this thesis is the first stage of a research program aimed 
at studying the electromagnetic properties of light nuclei within a xEFT framework. 
The chiral current operator provides a very good description of the electromagnetic 
observables we have considered so far. Charge radii, and magnetic and charge form 
factors of nuclei at low values of the momentum transfer can also be studied within the 
formalism developed here. To this end, we are currently in the process of completing 
the derivation of the chiral charge operator. 
Another interesting line of research would involve the explicit inclusion of A-
isobars degree of freedom in the theory. We have already made some progress on this 
project: formal expressions of the chiral currents at N3LO with explicit A-isobars 
have been derived in Ref. [42]. However, completion of this program requires one to 
also construct the two- and three-body potential in the same framework, as well as 
three-body currents, which would now enter at N3LO. 
Finally, in order to investigate weak transitions in nuclei, such as /3-decays and 
electron-capture rates, weak current operators need to be derived. The weak (axial) 
current has been constructed in Ref. [5] in covariant perturbation theory, neglecting 
recoil corrections. However, in view of the differences discussed in connection to the 
electromagnetic current operator, it would be interesting to perforin the calculation 
in the TOPT framework developed here. 
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In this appendix we list the explicit expressions of the nuclear and electromagnetic 
Hamiltonians involved in the calculation of the nuclear potential and electromagnetic 
current operators. The notation utilized in this appendix has been defined Sec. II. 1. 
A. l PION A N D NUCLEON INTERACTION HAMILTONIANS 
The interaction Hamiltonians involving nucleon and pion fields are derived from the 
effective chiral Lagrangian approach formulated in Refs. [1, 2]. The Hamiltonians 
implied by the irNN, and TTTTNN ^EFT Lagrangians read 
HvNN = | £ / d x A ^ x ) [o--V7ra(x)]raiV(x) , 
I«*NN = j$ / dx iVt ( x ) [TT(X) x n(x)] • TN(X) , 
(235) 
(236) 
where aa and ra are the spin and isospin Pauli matrices. 
The four-fermion contact interaction of order Q° is expressed in terms of the two 
LECs Cs, and CT, 
Hero = Yl % / d x [^ (x)T a iV(x)] • [A
rt(x)rQiV(x)] , (237) 
a=S,T
 Z J 
where we have defined 
r s = l , TT = ar. (238) 
The last set of interaction Hamiltonians consists of four-nucleon contact terms 
involving two gradients acting on the nucleons' fields [2, 3]: 
i*cr2,i = CJ / d x [[JVtVJVf + KViV^JV] 
#CT2,2 = C2 / d x [N*VN] • [(ViV)
fAT] , 
HcT2A 
'3Jdx[N^N] N^V2N+ [V2iV]f N 
C'4 / d x [MViVj-RviV)* x O-AH+^VAO* JvUiVV x VJV] 







#CT2l6 = iC6 fdx [N*<rN] • [[VAf x VA
r] , 




dx [N*akdiN][Nt<TldjN]+ (diN)*akN ((?JA
7)t atN 







He, CT2.9 — :/7 + fiti$kj) + Cx±8ij8ki 
[ dx^my a.djN + (djN)1 a^N] [JVV,i\T] . (247) 
For brevity the spatial dependence of the nucleon fields has been suppressed. 
Finally, when discussing the renormalization of the two-body currents at tree level 
in Sec. IV.2.4, we also need to consider the following Hamiltonians involving three-
and four-pion interactions, 
H3vNN= - | | y " d x 7 r
2 ( x ) i V t ( x ) [<r. V7r a(x)] TaN(x) , (248) 
Ht Ait 
^ / ^ 
[7T2(X) n 2 ( x ) - 7 T 2 ( x ) V7Ta(x) • V7T0(x)+h.C.] ~m\ [TT2(X 
(249) 
obtained by including corrections up to TT2(X)/F% in the expansion of D~x factors, 
where D = I + 7r2(x)/F^, entering the chiral Lagrangians [1]. 
A.2 E L E C T R O M A G N E T I C I N T E R A C T I O N S 
In this section we list the electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonians of 'minimal' and 
'non-minimal' nature. 
A.2.1 Minimal Electromagnetic Hamiltonians 
The 'minimal' Hamiltonians are obtained from the strong Hamiltonians by gauging 
the pion and nucleon derivative couplings: 
V?rT(x) -+ [V =F i eA(x)] TTT(X) , 




where e > 0 is the charge, eiy = (1 + T?)/2, and A(x) is the photon field given 
in Eq. (15). As an example, we discuss more in detail the derivation of the JTTTT 
interaction. The free pion Hamiltonian reads 
Hv = f dx [n+ (x) n_ (x) + VTT+ (X) • VTT_ (X) + ml n+ (x) TT_ (X)] 
+ \ J d [x H2(x) + V2TT2(X) + m
2 TT2(X)] , (252) 
where we have separated the charged from the neutral pion field components. Mini-
mal substitution into the charged pion derivative couplings leads to 
Hn -> Hn + Hwn7 = Hn- / dx A(x) • j7r(x) 
= Hv + ie / 'dxA(x)-[7r+(x)V7r_(x)- V7r+(x)7r_(x)] , (253) 
where we have kept terms linear in the vector field A(x), and j7r(x) is the pion current 
defined as 
j r (x ) = -ie [7r+(x)V7r_(x) - V7r+(x)7r_(x)] . (254) 
In terms of the isospin cartesian components 7ra, the 77T7T Hamiltonian is then given 
(255) H, 7T7T7 /"dxA(x)-[V7ra(x)]7r6(x) . 
Similarly, minimal substitution in the pion derivative couplings entering the 
Hamiltonians of Eqs.(235)-(236) and Eqs. (248)-(249) leads to the corresponding 
electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonians 
H^NN = -e-^-eabz / dx A(x) • N^ (x) a raN(x) TT6(X) , (256) 
H, TKTTNN 




~fdxA(x) 7Vf(x) z (V - V) + o- x (V + V) raN(x) 
x[7r a (x)7r 2 (x)-^7r
2 (x)] , (257) 








The electromagnetic Hamiltonians from four-nucleon contact interactions are ob-
tained by minimal substitution in the derivatives acting on the nucleoli' fields entering 
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Eqs.(239)-(247): 
Hcri,i = -ieC[ I d x A - [iVf(V - V)N\{N*eNN) 
+ (NieNN)[Ni(y -V)N] 
HCTJ,2 = —ieC2 / d x A 
HcT~/,3 — —i 




i(:V - V)eKN] . 
e(7; / d x A [A^V + V)N] x (N*(reNN) 
+(Art eNA
T)[Art( V + V) x <rAT] , 
#CT 7 ,5 = eC5 f dxA- (W
f JV)[Wf( V + V) x aeNN] 
# C T 7 , 6 = eC'% Idx A • (W W ) x [A
rt( V 4- V)ejVAT], 
HCTJ,7 — —ie {C75ikSji + C'g5n8kj + Cg$ij4/) 
x 
/ 
dx Aj [rf (dt - di) akN] (JVt a, eNiV) 
+ A (ATt ffik eNJV) [A^d* - %) atN] 





#CT 7 ,9 = i e ( - C^ (<Jifc 5,7 + dy dfej) + C'u Sij 5ki 
x fd^Aj [&(% - ^^euN^cn N) 
+At [rf(dj - 5 ) ok eiViV](A^ ax N) 










The interactions of individual nucleons with the electromagnetic field are described 
by the following Hamiltonian: 
tliyJSJN 
2 17lN 
/ dxA r t (x ) 
/iiv cr • V x A(x) 
ieN 
tf(x) , 




K>N = (KS + KVTz)/2 , flN — ejv + «JV (270) 
where KS and Kv are the isosealar and isovector combinations of the anomalous 
magnetic moments of the proton and neutron (KS = —0.12 n.m. and Ky = 3.706 
n.m.). The expression in Eq. (269) results from considering the non-relativistic limit 
of the effective Hamiltonian with non-minimal couplings 
"•yNN ~~ C I dx%(x) 
KN 
eNA^)1, + -^afil/F^(^) 
4 TH]\r 
^v(x) , (271) 
where IPN(X) is the spinor fields describing the nucleon, and FuX(x.) is the electro-
magnetic field tensor. The Bjorken and Drell conventions [56] are used for relativistic 
four-vectors, 7-matrices, and Dirac spin-1/2 spinors, except that the latter are taken 
to be normalized as it*(p, s)u(j>, s) — 1. 
In addition to the one-body electromagnetic Hamiltonians, there is a ^TTNN 
coupling Hamiltonian involving gradients acting on the pion field and on the vector 
potential respectively [6], whose expression is 
H. (2) 'ywNN 
6- I dx Art (x) [^ VTT*(X) + <% ra VTT0,(X) 
- d21 ezabraa x VTTfc(x) iV(x) • V x A(x) , 
e 
(272) 
and dg, dg, and d21 are related to the original couplings given by Fettes et al. [6] via 
dg = 8 [d% + gA/(64:m%)] and similarly for dg, and d21 = 2d2\ + dii-
Finally, there is a set of contact non-minimal electromagnetic interactions Hamil-
tonians involving two additional LECs [21]. 
H, ,nm -M dx C[5 N^akN rfN 
+ C[6 (N^ak TZN N^N - N^akN N^TZN) eljk Ftj . (273) 
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APPENDIX B 
STRONG AND ELECTROMAGNETIC VERTICES 
The interaction Hamiltonians in Appendices A. l and A.2 are assumed to be normal-
ordered. Explicit expressions for the associated vertices are easily derived (these 
expressions include the l/^/2ojki factors from pion fields) : 
B . l S T R O N G - I N T E R A C T I O N V E R T I C E S 
/ / / i i n i \ -9A crk 
<P , X ; k , a | HvNN | p , x) = - 2 - T ; — T E = ^ ra , 
i'lr \JltjJk 





<pi,xi;P2.X21 FCT:O I pi,xi;P2,X2> = J2carla-r2a 
a=S,T 
(276) 
(p', x'; k i , a; k 2 ,6 ; k3, c | if^jvjv I P, x) 
2 i ,9A 
= ( a • k i r0 . 
F ^ A / 8 (Jfcj LOk.2 U!k3 
a • k2 n Sca + a • k3 rc <5ab J , (277) 
(k1 ; a; k2, 6; k3 , c; k4, d | #47r | 0) = 
1 
F% A / 1 6 iokl ujk2 Uk3 iokl 
X Sab 8cd (kipkZ + k3/xk% + ml) 
+ ^ac Sbd (&1^3 + k2pK + ml) 
+ S^ he {h^K + k2nk% + ml) (278) 
B .2 E L E C T R O M A G N E T I C - I N T E R A C T I O N V E R T I C E S 
(p , X ; k, a I HlvNN I p , x; q, A) = e——y== j=^ tzabrh 
F-K V2ujk V2uq 
i\ 1 u 1 u 1 \ \ k ! - k 2 e q A 





 k2, b I HinnNN I p, x; q, A) 
eqA (p' + P) + «cr x (p' - p) 
'2 U!n 2m,N 
F%y/4:u;klL}k2 
(6(lz rb + 6bzTa-2 6abTz) , (281) 
(p ' ,X / ;ki ,o;k2 ,6;k3,c | Hl3nNN | p,x;q,A) = - 2 e 
9A eqA 
7"d ( fzad Sbc + C-zbd Sc.a + tzed Sab) , ( 2 8 2 ) 
(ki, a; k2,6; k3, c; k4, d \ H^4n | q, A) —le 
eqA 
f̂ci f̂c2 ̂ 3 '̂fei v 2 a>9 
4d^a6(ki - k2) + 5a6 e2cd(k3 - k4) 
+ Sbd e2ar(ki - k3) + Sad e26C(k2 - k3) 
+ Sac ezbd(k2 - k4) + Sbc e2ad(k! - k4) , (283) 
(p',x' I HINN I p,x;q,A) = -
eqA 
2 r/iAT y/2uj„ 
eN (p ' + p ) .+ i / i n ( 7 x q . (284) 
In these expressions p denotes the nucleon momentum in spin-isospin states specified 
by X; while the k's and a, b,... denote pion momenta in isospin states a, b,..., and 
q and A the photon momentum and polarization state. For brevity, on the r.h.s. of 
the equations above the spin-isospin states of the nucleon as well as the ^-functions 
enforcing three-momentum conservation, are not shown explicitly. In Eq. (278), 
the notation fcfkjfl denotes the combination ujkiujkj — kj • kj. Finally, vertices in 
which one or more pions are in the initial state are obtained from those listed in 
Eqs. (274)-(275), (277), (278), (280), and (283) by replacing k* - • - k ; and/or 
ujki —> —ujki (of course, the energy replacements are not to be carried out in the 
pion-field normalization factors). For example, 
(p', x'; k i ,a | HMNN I P, X-k2, &> = —^—^==== eabcTc . (285) F% ^/Aukluk2 
B.3 F O U R - N U C L E O N VERTICES 
Strong Contact Vertices 
The vertices induced by the contact interaction Hamiltonians are listed below. The 
notation is the same as in Appendix B.l, but for 
{HCT2DZ) = (pi,xi;P2>X2 I #CT2Di | Pl,*i;P2,X2> , 1 9 (286) 
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and 
(#CT2D,i) = - 2 C[ (pi • p 2 + pi • p'2) , 
(^CT2D,2) = C'2 (pi • p 2 + pi • p2) , 
<#CT2D,3> = - C3 (pi + pi
2 + p 2 + P'2
2) , 
(#CT2D,4) = i C4 (o-x + <72) • (Pi X p'2 - pi X p2) , 
(#CT2D,5> = i C'5 (CTX • pi X pi + <T2 p 2 X p'2) , 
(#CT2D,6) = -i C6 O i • p2 x p2 + er2 • pi x pi) , 
<#CT2D,7> = - 2 [C'7 (<Ti • Pi CT2 • p 2 + CTj • p[ <T2 • P2) 
+C'S (CTJ • p 2 <72 • Px + O"! • p 2 <T2 • p'J 
+ Cg <TX • <T2 (Pi • p 2 + pi • P2) ] , 
(#CT2D,8) = [C10 (<Ti • p i <T2 • p 2 + <J\ • Pi (T2 • P2) , 
+ C'n (aX • p'2 CT2 • p 2 + <T! • p 2 <T2 - p ' J , 
+ C[2 o"! • cr2 (P l • p2 + pi • p2) ] , 
(//cT2D,9) = C13 (<Ti • p 2 a2 • p 2 + (Ti • p i <T2 • Pl 
+ <TX • p2 cr2 • p2 + <Ti • pi <x2 • pi) 










Electromagnetic Contact Vertices 
The vertices induced by the contact electromagnetic-interaction Hamiltonians are 
listed below. The notation is the same as in Appendix B.l, but for 
(#CT7,») = (Pi, x'i• P2, X'.2 I #er7 , i I Pi, Xi; P2, X.2, q, A) , i = 1 , . . . , 9 , 
(#cT7,nm) = <pi,x:i;P2)X21 •
ffcTT,nm |pi,xr»P2,X2;q,A> , (296) 
and 






ei(p2 + P2) + e2(pi + pi) 
ei(p2 + P2) + e2(pi + pi) 
ei(pi + P i ) + e2(p2 + p2) 









(HCT-,A) = - i e C'4 (o-i + <x2) x 
(#CT7,5) = - *
e C's 
ei (P2 - p'2) + e2 (Pi - p i ) 
ei crj x (pj - p ' J + e2 <x2 x (p2 - p 2 ) 
eio-2 x (pi - p i ) + e2cr1x (p 2 - p 2 ) 
eqA 
eqA 
(Hcryj) = 2e C?[el (P2 + P2) * &2 0"l + e2 (Pi + Pi ) • 01 CT2 
+Cg[e! (p2 + p 2 ) • 0"i <T2 + C2 (pi + p ' J • <72 (T! 




ei (P2 + P2) • ""2 o-i + e2 (pi + p i ) • <Ti <r2] 
+ Cll[ e l (P2 + P2) • CTl <T2 + e2 (Pi + Pi) • <T2 <Tl] 
eqA +Ci2 <T! • <r2[ex (p2 + P2) + e2 (pi + pi)] 
*2un 
(H, CT7,9/ Ci3 [
ei (Pi + Pi) • °"i °"2 + ei (pi + p i ) • o-2 o"i 
+e 2 (p2 + p 2 ) • <Ti <T2 + e2 (p 2 + p'2) • <r2 o-i] 
+2 C;4 o-i • <r2[ei (pi + p i ) + e2 (p2 + p2)] 
eqA 
2u;„ 
{^CT7,r = i e CJ5 (CTI + cr2) x q • -^=-
V AU)q 
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APPENDIX C 
DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION OF KERNELS 
In this appendix we report a list of general integration formulae [18, 20], useful to 
carry out the regularization of the various kernels occurring in the potential and 
current operators. Dimensional regularization is used for the sake of simplicity: be-
ing a mass independent regularization scheme, it respects the power counting. In 
this sense, dimensional regularization is the natural regularization scheme for effec-
tive field theories. In dimensional regularization the loop momenta are formally un-
bounded. Nevertheless, once the renormalization program has been carried out once 
all divergences have been absorbed by a redefinition of the LECs at a given order 
the choice of the regularization procedure becomes irrelevant at that order [57], even 
though the numerical values of the renormalized LECs will depend on the adopted 
renormalization scheme. We are dealing here with perturbative renormalization: the 
effective field theory is renormalizable order by order in the chiral expansion, as we 
explicitly verify up to N3LO for the currents and the potential. We do not address the 
issue of non-perturbative renormalization of the dynamical equation used to compute 
observables (e.g. the Lippmann-Schwinger equation), for which we adopt a cut-off 
regularization. 
C.l USEFUL INTEGRALS 
We utilize the Feynman parameterization 
&=£*»•••'•><* - " » • ( 3 o 7 ) 
i 
AB J0 ~"\3,A+(T-y)B]* ' 
and, in order to simplify the energy factors entering the kernels, we make use of the 
integral representations [58]: 
1 2 f°° 02 
^ = w0
 d/Vi+/w_+/*v (308) 
1 2 f°° 1 
- / d/?,,.2 , mw,_2 , ^ • (309) 
" Jo 
Having defined 















1 T(a-d/2) (a_d/2) 
(47r)d/2 F(a) 
1 d T(a - d/2 - 1) 4_ ( a_d / 2_D 
(47r)d/2 2 r ( a ) 
(311) 
(312) 
1 d(d + 2) T(a-d/2-2) ,_ (n_d/2_2) , , 
Jp (p
2 + A)<* " (4TT)<V2 4 • I » ' V ^ 
where T(z) is the T-function satisfying zT(z) = r (^ + 1), with asymptotic behavior 
for z —> 0 given by 
r M = j - 7 + ^ + £ ) * + o < * > ) (314) 
and 7 « 0.5772 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. However, we note that, in order 
to preserve physical dimensions, a renormalization scale /i has to be introduced, and 
therefore a factor //3~d should be understood in Eq. (310). 
Finally, we use the following relations [59] to evaluate 
/ « 
/ 
da; In \x2 — a2\ — x In \x — a I — 2x 4- a In x + a 
x — a 
dx x2 In | x2 - a 2 1 = - f x3 In |x2 - a2\ - -x3 - 2a2x + a3 In 
i / 2 2 
dxx4 In b 2 - a2| = -[ x5 In \x2 - a2\ - - x5 - - a2x3 - 2 a4x 
x + a 
x — a 
(315) 
(316) 
+ a° In x + a 
x — a 
(317) 
C.2 REGULARIZATION OF THE KERNELS 
As an example, we sketch the regularization of the kernel I^(k), given by 
I{0)(k) = f * = - f [°°dp 2 J. 2 , (318) 
where o>± = \ / ( p ± k)2 + 4m2 . Using the Feynman integral parameterization of 
Eq. (307) with vl = hj\ + ,/52 and B = w2 + /32, we obtain 
/<°> (*) = - / f dy ^ dd [[p + (2 y - 1) k]2 + 4 [m2 - y (y - 1) A:2] + 02] ~* 
n Jp Jo Jo 
= \f j\y[p2 + A[ml-y{y-l)k2)} -3/2 (319) 
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where in the second line we have also shifted the integration variable p —» p + (2 y — 
l )k . The integral over p is reduced to the form given in Eq. (311) with d — 3, 
a = 3/2, and A — A [ra2 — y (y — 1) fc2]. With this choice of d and a, we are left 
with a T-function of vanishing argument. In order to isolate the divergent part of 
the integral, we set d = 3 — e and study its asymptotic behavior for e —> 0+ . Using 
2 
G ) - 7 + 0(e), 
A \ ~e/2 e A 
A ) = i _ i i n A + 0 ( e
2 ) 
we find, neglecting 0(e) terms, 
7<°>(*) = 
8TT2 
ln7r H 7 
8 T 2 JO 
dt/ln 4 - » ( » - D ^ 
^ ^ 
After setting y —> (x + l ) /2 and making use of Eq. (315), we obtain: 
1 
J<°>(fc) = -
where s — \jAva^ + k2. 
The kernels 
8TT2 
s . s + k 2 , , ra; 
- In - - + 7 - l n 7 r + l n — f - 2 




p UJ+UJ- (U+ +UJ-) ' 
Pipj 
Jp LL!+UJ- (U+ + UJ-) ' 
can be easily evaluated as shown above. We find: 
I^(k) 
24 7T2 
2s 3 , s + k n l 2 —— In + 2 k2 
k s — k 
2 TYl2 
+ 18 m2 ( — : + 7 - l n 7 T + ln—£ e n* 















24 7 T 2 ^ ' 
S . S + fC , o 
T- In r + k
2 
k s — k 
— + 7 - l n 7 r + ln—£ - 2 
e A i
2 , 
+ 6 m ; ( — + 7 - l n 7 r + l n - f - -
A^ 
i ri/^/v-i" 
24 7T2 fc2 
s3 s + k 
k s — k 




Next, we note that 
f(u)+,u-) = 
from which we obtain: 
LL}\ + UJ+ W_ + tJ?. 1 d 
u>%Lot{uj+ + u>_) 2 d m
2 o,'+ a>_ (a;+ + uJ) 
8TT2 k s s — k 
J<2>(*) = f p2/(^,o;_) = - - ^ 
J o OTT 
'2 s s + k 
k s — k 
WW = / Ptpj 
o / 2 i , ™£ 2 
+ 3 — + 7 - l i i 7 r + l n ^ - -
e /i2 3 
f(v+,u-) = 
"8TT2 i j 
s , s + fc 
— in 
A; s ~ k 
2 , . m! 4 
+ — + 7 - l n 7 r + l n ^ - -
e ^ 
1 fcjfcj / s s + k 
+ 
J{A\k) = yV/("+,a;_) = ^ 
+ 30 m2 
5 , 2 
+ 3 f c 
8n2 k2 \k s — k 
8 s3 g + A: 




, ™2 29 
- + 7 - In 7r + In —r- - - -
€ [Lz 45 
2 , , m 12 
— + 7 - l n 7 r + ln—f - — 
e ^ 5 
The set of kernels involving the energy factor 
2u>+ + U-
2w+w_ (u;+ +a,'_)2 
can be reduced to those of type J^2n\k) by noting that 
/ . 
2w++u;_ 1 f u}'lr+u)+u}- + ut _ 1 7 ( O ) / , N 
2 u;+ a>_ (a;+ + 










and similarly for J{2){k), j j f ( k ) , J^\k). 
The kernels involving the energy factor g(u!+,U-), 
3 2 u+ + u>_ i u+ + 2 u;_ 
s(w+,w_) o + 
2 u4_ o;_ (o>+ + CJ_ )
2 0;+ u;i (u+ + a>_ )2 
I d 2UJ+ + LO-. 




easily follow from 
/r<°>(fc) = f g{u>+,^)--
and similarly for K^2n\k), leading to: 
K^(k) = Jp9{^-) = ^. 
K{2)(k) = J p>g(u>+,u;-) = ^ 
Kif(k) = / PiPj9(u+,u-) 
J<-°\k) 
1 
16d(ra 2 ) ; 
I{0)(k) , 
2 , s+k 1 
In r + ks s — k s2 ml 
64TT2 
4 s + k 1 
r " l n T + ~2 
ks s — k mi 
6 4 T T 2 ^ ' 
2 s + k 
ks s — k 
J- Kitvj 
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Finally, for the kernel entering diagram e) in Fig. 7, we obtain 
L(k) 
(u>+ + u;_) ui+ 
6TT 2 
s3 , s + k 0 2 , 2 / 2 , , m
2 8N 
— In --8ml + k2[ — + 7 - lnyr 4- In —f - -










while for the constants M (n ) entering Eqs. (80) (81), 
M& = f — = ^ | f - - + 7- ln47r + l n ^ | - l) , (343) 
JpLVp 8TT2 V € V
2 ) 
Mm = /V=M(_?+7_ ln4„ + lnirf i ) . (344) 




Consider the set of time-ordered diagrams, displayed in Fig. 40 and denoted as type i) 
in Fig. 28. It is easily seen that recoil corrections in diagrams a)+b) and i)+j) cancel 
out the contributions associated with diagrams c)+d) and k)+l), respectively, so that 
the expression for type i) diagrams in Fig. 28—which happens to vanish—results from 
diagrams e)-h). Let N denote the product of the four vertices in diagrams a)-d); then 
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FIG. 40: Set of time-ordered diagrams for the contribution illustrated by the single 
diagram i) in Fig. 28. Notation as in Fig. 20. 
a) + b) of Fig. 14 = 
N 
(Et -E'-E2 + iv)(Ei -Ep-E2-ux + irf) 
+ 
x 
Ei- E[- E2-co2 + in Ei-E'p-E2-u2 + ir\ 
, (345) 
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where the labeling of the momenta is as in panel a), and Ep and E'p are the energies of 




o , Ei-Vp-E* 
Lu'2 
(346) 
where use has been made of (overall) energy conservation, Ei = E[ + E'2, and hence 
N 
a) + b) of Fig. 14 = (terms in iterated LS equation) 
'J\ (Ei - Ep - E2 - vi + irj) 
(347) 





























































FIG. 41: Subset of time-ordered diagrams for the contribution illustrated by the 
single diagram j) in Fig. 28. See text for discussion. Notation as in Fig. 20. 
cancels the contribution of diagrams c)+d). These exact cancellations persist also in 
the k)-l) as well as u)-v) type diagrams of Figs. 28 and 29, so that in computing their 
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contributions we only take into account the subset of (twenty, see below) time-ordered 
diagrams of topology as shown in those figures. 
For the type j) contribution we find that the cancellation between irreducible and 
recoil-corrected reducible diagrams is only partial, and the result given in Eq. (170) 
corresponds to taking into account only the irreducible diagrams illustrated in Fig. 41 
(the same subset considered in the evaluation of type u)-v) above). However, the 
remaining irreducible and recoil-corrected reducible diagrams produce an additional 
contribution of the form 
7T 
(ri x r2)z (q x k2)j + T2,Z [q x (<Xi x k2)l 
< T 2 - k 2 
+ e^(qK^-^-k2 + 1 ^ 2 , 
2 F i 
where the kernels JV^ and iV, are 





2_ (u)+ + U}-) ' 
/ Pi [P -([)-'J\. uii. (u>+ + u}-) 2 ' 
(349) 
(350) 
which, however, does not lead to a Hermitian current density, since this would require 
j(ki,k2) = jt(—ki, —k2). We have ignored this contribution. 
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APPENDIX E 
TRANSLATIONALLY INVARIANT MAGNETIC MOMENTS 
In this appendix we list the translationally invariant contributions to the magnetic 
moment—Eq. (212)—associated with currents a)-e) and i) in Fig. 25. Currents of 
type a), d), g), and i) have been properly renormalized, and their final expressions are 
given in Eqs. (147)-(150). The translationally invariant magnetic moments generated 
by them is obtained by inserting the corresponding expressions into Eq. (212). In 
particular, the magnetic moment associated with the currents of type c) and g) 
vanishes, while the remaining renormalized currents give 
^ T , a ( k ) = 
A*T,iOO 
+ 
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To derive the translationally invariant magnetic moments due to currents of type 
b) and e) in Fig. 25, we utilize a different strategy. We start from the expressions 
given in Eqs. (131) and (134). The kernels of these currents involve three pion 
energies, o>, with i — 1, 2 ,3 , corresponding to the internal exchanged pions, and their 
explicit expressions, with reference to Fig. 25, are 
UJ2 
, 2 \ l / 2 {<&+mlY" =[(*! + *)* +ml] 
{4 + ml) 
21 1/2 
2 \ l / 2 (354) 
,2W2 W3 = {4 + rniyt = [ ( k 2 - q 2 )
2 + m a 21.1/2 
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with the additional constraint qi + q3 = ki + k2 = q. We evaluate the mag-
netic moment associated with these currents by inserting Eqs. (131) and (134) into 
Eq. (212). The corresponding magnetic moments are then expressed in terms of ker-
nels involving only two-pion energies, since at q = 0 the following relation holds true 
^i|q=o
 = ^3 L=o- The dimensional regularization of the kernels is then carried out 
as illustrated in Appendix C. In particular, we find that the magnetic moments for 
the currents of type b), and e) read 
„ , e 9A 
^ T - b ( k ) = ^ p j T 2 , 2 
JfM-kikjjWik) <J\A 




(4\k) -2k2K^{k) + kAK^\k) CTl 
Kjf(k) - k2Klf(k) - kikjK^ik) + kikjk2K^(k) &1, 
(2), 4 e i i f c f e * ( ( T 1 x k ) ^ ( k ) + 1 ^ 2 , (356) 
where the kernels J^n\ and K^ are defined in Appendix C. The infinite parts of 
the kernels are dropped, since in Sec. IV.2.3 we showed that the infinite parts of the 
currents of type b), and e) contribute to renormalize the LECs entering the contact 
currents at N3LO, therefore the renormalized operators follow from the finite part of 
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4 m2 + k2 
Aml + k2 
k c r i • k 
k2 
<Ti 
1 ^ 2 . (358) 
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After combining Eqs. (351) (353) with Eqs. (357) (358) we are left with the ex-
pression of the magnetic moment given in Eq. (213), where we dropped the overline 
indicating that the LECs have been properly renormalized. 
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